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CllA.PfER I 
BACKGROUND 
�he years since World War II �e been 
characterized by more intense concern tor and 
more insistent critici$m of American education­
al endeavor than any previous period. The 
reasons !or 'this are not far to seeks Sc1.en­
t1�ic and technological revolution, the respon�i­
bi11ties of world leadership , personnel shortages 
in the most critical professional fields, a pop­
ulation increasingly the product of twelve or 
more 7ears of formal educat ion , a suddenly and 
unexpectedly advanced birth+rate, and, perhaps 
most important, growing moral anxieties - these 
and other factors make it 9�ear that an inten­
sive re-examination of>eduGation was inevitable, 
unquestionably necessaey,.and,1when properly conceived, �!together healthy .. 
Public Education In America 
Public education in America is generally recognized as 
a state .tunc'tion ... _. In l'few Yol"k State, as in other states. 
howev-er, the practice has been to delegate much of the . 
responsibilit7 to the local school boards.. As a reaul�. 
schools are no't identical.- They di.f.f'er according to the 
needs of the particular eommun1�7 an4 children. Neverthe­
less. there must be general agreement as to the functions 
that all schools perform and a general framework for the 
development of.programs applicable to all schools. Good 
schools everywhere in the United States have many features 
in common.2 
1. Henry Ehlers and Gordon c. Lee, Crucial Issues !a 
F!dueation, P• 259. 
2. fhe University of tile State of New York9 ! Desim for 
Improving Elementary l!;ducation !.!! :tiew � State ," p. r:-
1 
Changes A1'�ecting Curriculum Design 
�e program of elemen�ar,y educa�ion is not static buu 
is constantly changing under the influence of two forces: 
1. Changes in society and in world relationships. 
Society itselt is continuously changing--locally, nation­
ally, international�y. There is general agreement that the 
tempo ot this change has been incre!l-sing. Inventions, em­
phasis on democratic citizenship, the trend toward greater 
\ 
il'ldu&:trialia�ation. new patterns of community 111'e, �d 
broad� world in�erests inevitably affect the program nt 
elementary education. Good aohoo1s cannot be sta'tic in a 
soc1et7 which ia d7naa1c., �e wel.tare ot the society and 
the effective le�rning by pupils depend upon keeping the 
program in step with these changes. 
2. Increase in kn�wled.ge o1 how chil!iren grow and 
leun. Knowl.edge of how �hildren grow and learn is con­
stantly increasing. i'ar more is kno1111 today th� was kn0811 
a generation ago abou� how children di�fer tram one another, 
abou� �hose characteris�ics common to all children, about 
the ways child%en devolop, about the conditions � uencing 
their behavior. and aboui; how they learn. This 1ncreaae in 
knowledge, aakes it possible to teach children more effec­
tively and' t;o prepare them for living in a changing society� 
1 .• !Phe University of the State of New York,  .oR• oi't., p.2. 
2 
Soci.efi7 Provides '!he Broad Guides For Accomplishmen1J 
Society creates and maintains schools in large part 
�or 11;s own preservation ·and enhaneemen't. Itl se-ts �or the 
.s�hool the task o_t ·developing .in ebildre.n .i:ta ideals,. 
custoas. and procedures• Soc.1ety • thel!'ef'ore.,. 1;ru.ly deter­
mines the ai.ms and purposes or an 'educational pro�am and 
indi.Cat'es 1i:W, areas .in which aeeoapli:sh:m.enns are expected� 
In SOllie .instances soe.lety J187 impose ve....,. specific re­
quirements,. but. more frequently 1t sets 1.ts aims in broad 
teraua. An iaportant tatlk of the school is to restate the 
broad sima of' sooi.e"t7 1D: terms of specUie object-ives that 
. . 
can JlllOr& read1J.Y l:te orgflllized foJt learning. �. 0� the 
chief problema inwlved in stat.ing spec1.t1e expecta"tions 
ot accomplismaen't are to k"eep tshelll .relevent to the broad 
aim ot. sod.ety .f'rollt \Vhich they stem and to state tlleJQ in 
te.rms C)f a behav'io� or an llllCleJ�standing which can be ob­
served in chlldren oJr in.terred from observation. 'Rhese 
apecUi.c expectations 'Should also be at;ated in such a 1f.f1.7 
tha1i the3' are recognised as steps �ward att;alning the 
goals soc1et7 h&s aet.1 
A »road Concep-t ot the Curriculttll 
�he t-r.m •curri.culua• has coae to mean all the ex­
periences ot ohild.:rftJ1 w�oh are utJ.llaed by tihe school • 
.lfheae experiences� used no1i onl.J' 'to help children 
1. �e University or 'the State or New York• .21?.� .2!:!•; P• 2. 
achiev• mastery of s�bjeet matter, but also to nelp �hem �o­
ward emotional stability. social competency. desirab�e �r­
sona:l 4ewlopenti, op.t1mum health and physical development,. 
creativeness. and appreciation. In the main• this broader 
concepii of curriculum re1'lects changes in our social li.f'e 
wbich make new requirell\ceJlts of adults. fhe broader· currie­
ulna be1i'ter prepares children to mee't tihese new demands. 
Sines paren-ts • and c:t t:i.-u• grQups and educators alike 
realize the nee(\ lor an expanded curriculum, most schools 
have alreaftr revised their p:r:ograms i� thi&t di�ec'tion.1 
Back� o.r· Study For Cur1riculum Devel.qpmen� 
' . 
Although grea1i curriculum uniformity is not charac"ter­
inio ot American school.s.. there are similarities to be 
noted in th� types ot curriculum e�erienoes. the1r patte� 
of organiaat.ion9 and• 48spite di"Yersity o.f provision and em­
phasi.s • their '.l"el.attiOn&hip "to cenain broad categories or 
areas. 
Iu has been said thu the curriculum is the sum total 
gf school. 'fb.ex-e.tore, �whatever the teacher .a.oes 'to motivate 
and diree't pupils" experiences and learning must be con­
sidere4 in curricul:wlk planning. 'fhe fallacy of this is 
that ..aoae$btes ttlachers BJlS� plan the activities tO' only 
reading. 'tl'riti.ng• speald.ng, and l.istOJling becBfs� q.t limit­
atioJUJ o� .(ac1lit1ea.,. tra41tion• and imagip.ati.dp.1..  Jfo round 
1. !!he UD.iversity of �he State o� flew York,. -�R·. ili:• • P• 2-
! . ,  
( 
out �he a�tiviuies in the preceding sent�nee Saylor and 
Alexander add the bas'-e $ensory aeti vi ties of touch.• taste,; 
and smell..,1 
READING_i 
Wlii'liNG.:: 
SEEINGt 
Range or Possible ActivitiSs 
Book�.t magazines_, pamphlets, newspapers .• 
��tters, signs and directions, eharts• 
graphs, maps 
tatters:• sto,riea,  poellls.. essays,  adver.... . 
ti.sements, neflspaper articles, reports, 
minute;�, summar.ies, outlines, notes 
Pictures, puntings, photogr$-phs., draw­
ings, filmstrips., slides, •ovies, tele­
visipn, museUJl pi�ees, demons'tra'tions.,. 
animals, plants, nature specimens, 
scientific apparatus, tools, macbiner.y. 
tarme• ·businesses, industries, insti­
tutions, processes. persons, groups, 
dramatic'presen�ations 
LISTENINGJ Direc�ions, stories. conversation, 
discus$iO;ls, speeches, plays, musi.c 
Teeomi·ngs. radio, movies 
'!ALKING1 .Answering and asking questions, con­
versatiqp, reporting, discussing, de­
bating., speaking �ormally 
CREATING: Dra.tring�, pain"bings, clay modeling., 
woo4wo�king, metalworlting., cartoons., 
cooking, clothing., murals., floats., 
plS7h�ses, triezes, maps, charts 
PLAYING: Drpat1,� play• rb,Ttbms. gues,. clanc.�s 
PRACTICING: Reading, w.riti�g. spelling� number 
skills, JUm.orizing, study sld.lls, m\1810 
skills,. art skil.ls, use o:r tools and 
machines, typing, cooking. sewing • .farm 
operations 
1• J � Galen Saylor and William !1. Alexander. Curriculum 
Planning, p. s. 
5 
PROBLEJ.l��VING: Re.flec1iing 9 expe.rimenuing., 
· 
· demonsbrating, oalfulat�ng• evaluat-
ing '· generalizing. . . 
Classroom Activities 
I. Reading 
2. Writing 
. ,. " 
�. Oral reporting 
4� Projects 
, ' 
All-school Activities 
, . 
1 • .A.sseabl.i programs 
2;,. fl.sual-a14s :r:oom . 
3. Lib�ai-7 
4 .. Study hal.l 
;., Cafeteria 
6.· Gym,nasium 
? • Playground 
Out �f School ActiVities 
1. Churches 
2. 2h.ea tera 
3. Libraries 
4 . ... .'fluaeuas 
5. Parks 
6. Social . eente:rs 
?. Rome� 
thus 1ihe experiences which .lila, be included in the 
curricul.um are 'h.eces·sarily limited only by the scope ot 
. ' . 
acti�ties appropriate� possiple.�or children and by 
the ·resources o� scho'Ol,ancl community. In practice, they 
maT also be limited by parent indifference or opposition, 
restrictive school pol1c1$s and schedules, costs, size Qt 
�rout?& .and ot r�oas, ai).d by the leek of training • experi­
ence, and iaaginltion ot the �achers .. 
App:r&isin� the Curriculum Prac�ice 
to identi!'y probiems 1n curricultim practice an 
ins�nb is needed to give some basis tor appraising uhe 
1. J.- Galen·Saylor and �illiam Jl. Alexander • .!m_'l. .!ll•• P• 8. 
2. Ibid., P• 9. 
/ 
curr1cu1um. The check lls1i shown in table 1 is a guide that 
if applied in a general nature to the school's total pro­
gram., should ,-ield i.Dpor1iant information as to the appro­
pria1ieness of the Clll"rieulum. 
·'!able 1 
A Check List !or Appraising a School•s Curriculum 
Cri� 
Appraisal 1 tems 
to note strengths -
weakness - needs 
I. A good curriculum develops social under­
standings 
A. �he school program. includes opportuni 1iy 
tor pupils to participate 1n government 
and other 1nst1•utional functions of 
the school. 
B • .  Social studies and other classes em­
phasise understandings of social back­
grounds and problema as appropriate to 
pupils• maturities. 
c. Children aoquire .facts and skills re­
quired for making group and individual 
decisions and judgments. 
D .... Rules and regulations recognize -the 
rights and responsi bUi ties of both 
groups and individuals • .  
B. The school activities exemplify social 
pr1Jlc1ples discuaaed in classrooms. , 
II. .A. good curriculum promotes maximum. per­
sonal developmen� 
A. 'feache.rs have adequate information 
abou• each lea�er. 
B • .  Learnins situations provide maximum 
consideration to the unique charaet­
•ristics o� each learner. 
c. �he school dete:I"Blinea individual. 
interests and.abilities through 
"Yaried exploratoJey" experiences. 
D. !!he progrDl !o's'te;rs desirable person­
ality traits .. 
E. Provision is made tor 'the various 
phases of indJ.vi�ual deYelopaent -
6mot.1anal., social, i.ntellectual. 
p�sice.l •. , 
!'. !he cwrri�nl� ,promo:te.fJ -�vidual 
develop:m.en"t .ra:th� than contorm.ity 
to sou Iv»otb..eiiical sta.ndar4 o� 
development.·· · 
G. �he seaool offers a w�de ranga of 
speeial-interes$ oppo�un1�1es. 
' 
Ill• . .A good e\U'Z'iCtllWI promotes continui 1Jy 
of experience· 
' 4· OlasSJ:Ooa practices indica-te con� 
· cua for the aaturS.iiy and learmll8 
of each learner. 
B. 'fu.cher• consult it 1Dh�ta • .  past . 
experiene•s, and ()ther leads b'a 
l�ere in p1a�a1ng next experi-
�••· 
·o. teacbit�e �den.1,t:y'·�· ·"�a1S19�ps 
be�ed pres-a\. pa•t,. aDd tat� 
exPf)riencea ot a rels:te4 'typli •. 
D .. �ache:!'$. ot &� stllle learner•• e.n4 
· past aD4 pro,�nt teacher8'ot �he - _ 
.same learae;-s. •�hans• 1n,fo�1iion . 
.res&Nins 1illa.e•" lednara • experien.c&a. 
L:. U repea.1Jed., ,gJ:'Ollp e:cp'l:'1ences9 $UCh 
u excw:sion¥•· •efYe cU..tferent p� 
POJJ6ls. -
n. A good curri.Gal� p�vid� tolP all 
ed�a'tional goal.$. 
!.- • 
A. the tacul �7 114a �.fined ecdlprehensive 
educa•tona1 geala. 
B ... . �he 'total ���wa .provides leea­
lng experlences £oJt aChieving each 
gdal.. 
a. In platm1ng the, exp-�ienc.ee o£ pupils 
· tt:om 7ea:J: to 78er. teachers consid.elr 
the. t.otal seope at· pals. 
D; �achen select; instructional un1•a 
1a 1ien& ot t�e apecitiQ goals iio be 
served. · 
m.:, Goal-seft1ng. u})1tH,en�· provide for 
�he·� ab�Ut1e.S and needs of 
all les.rners. '" 
V. A good C11rrtculwb .JKdntains ba).an.c;:e 
ambud al.l goals 
A• !he school �� provides �o» 
attention to each goal commensurate 
with its importance• 
B• 'fhe total plan of Curriculum areass 
required and electiTa subje�ts; an4 
school activi�iea ��lects careful 
planning with respect to all goals• 
0. Guidance of each indi vi.dual provides 
for him a pr<;>gra.m which is well 
bal.snced in uerms ·o� his needs aJ1d 
capacities-. 
D� !he School plant and facilities pro­
Tide ror attention to each goal com­
m.ens�ate with 1 ts 1•por1fance a, 
VI� A good curriculwa emerges in learlling 
situat�ona. · 
A• Written carriqulum p�ans enco�rage 
cqrr1culum development in �earning 
ei�tions according to their unique 
possibilitiest. 
B• �he plan$ �or in$truct1onal units 
include alter.rtative, proce�es'aD(l 
·provision for RUpil�teaehe.rRlanning• 
o. 2he selectio� or le�ng experiences 
re ..tleQius c�ful prf:pl�nnJ,ng. w ·'" 
teachers and �q;uall7 car,.:t� atten.1Uon · 
to the deman44 ot fth.' learning tit-
uat.ion. �-
D. Pupil-ileacher :rel.at.iOllS encourage 
pupil participatio� in the planning 
ot 1e�g expe�enees€ 
:B. '!he teaching $nd leartting groups 
1t041f,- their �lana as ��� U'ise. 
VII . A good ctUTJ.culum. uses ef.fective 
le�ng experience• and needed re­
eourees 
A. Leal'"!ling experience$. employ the 11.0st 
effective aituations·ava11able. 
B. :Learning experienc:;e� are planned -� 
develop�d so 'tha# pupils see p�o�e1 
m�ng, and eignii"i�anoe in each·. 
acti v11;y:. 
c. Learners selt,c-5 tlieir own :su1tterial.s 
and activities as �requently as 
possible and ·de-si.rable. 
D. Le�ing experiences utilize all 
needed ���ources that are available. 
E. �eaehers u�e-�es9urces as efficiently 
as posa1�1� to bring abouu maximum . 
outcomes or the 1earn1ng experience.1 
filus. this instrument ean be 'built around three sets 
ot goals as stated by Saylor and Alexander: (1) 'bhe pur­
poses and obaectives of the pupils as they participate in 
the learning experience: (2) the pupU outcomes sought b7 
the teacher as he guides and directs and also participates 
in the learning Situati()nt and (�) the p.ersona1 goal.s aDd 
objee�ives of the teac4&� 
to illustrate. a learning experience going on 1n the 
school. in t;he second �de J.nvol ving the acUU 'tion of simple 
-nlDlb,ers can be described'.-- Poss_ibly some of the obJec�ivea 
may be as toliows: 
�bJect1.;'V� _of Pupi�e· 
1. ro learn to add 41imp.le Jlli)nbe.ra . 
2 � !'o please thfi teacher and seclU'e her approval 
'� �o get a good mark 
4. �o do as well as or exce1 classmates 
5 .. > To be able t.o write the problems neatly on the 
paper 
6 ... � do what the teacher �emands so as 'Co avoid 
punishment or �ri t'-.eiam. 
Pupil Outeo.es »esi�e4 by the �eacher 
1. To learn "to -add ,d.m.ple numbe�s correctly 
2.. To learn to pla�e probl�ms neatlY on the paper 
_5_. �o achieve a .feell.ng ot success on assigned 
�tusponaibilitiea _ 
4._ fo work dillge.nvly qn t�.ssigned tasks 
5.. �o add to the pupi:l4t• sk.Ul &lld st'ock of 
k.nowl.edge 
1. J. Galen Saylor and W�Uiam ·•• .Uexander. Cu:rrieulUB 
�ltpmins., pp-. 14, 15. 
.�he-!e�,r•a Purposes and Objectives 
1. '!o provide a learning experience that will con­
tr�'bute s�ticantly to the growth and detelop­
. m.en� of IU!lcon4..g:r�e pupils 
2. To comply with the preso�ibed course of study 
�. fo win the appro�al c,f supervisory end admin-
istra�ion o!�9i&ls · 
4. · !o be a success as a teacher 
5. �o contribute to �he realisation of th! over-all 
purposes a.nd ob��ct1ves Of »he school. 
:11s J.$. readi� apparen1i that the prograa" ot a school 
mus� �planned and o�zed on some·baaist it �ould be 
hishl7 wast,e.ful ot the ca:paci.tiea, energy, time. and elton 
ot pupils it teac�ers �d a9hool ofticials simply permi•ted 
them to cU>ry on edu.Cat'ioilal experiences vrilly-nilly or on 
""'_f'.:.. 
a hi't-iul.d�ss basi$,.' llo�.over, U basic currio\llum goals 
.,lf 
such as tho.ee stated ttbove -are, to be '-ehiev,d, there must 
.. . ·� 
necessarily be sollle plazpied �ocedure tor seeking these 
goals. �hro�gh l.e�1 �lq)eriences. It is essen'bial that 
these· experiences be ,iel..ected, planned, and carried to:rwa:rd 
• < 
on the basi.s or some ,;,p�ttern of organization 'that will give 
. " 
1Conu�uity. meaning, and significance to the educat1o»al 
I 
progx.-u. !he organizatioJ?. of the curriculum brings to a 
direcit focus. 'Chen. i.4e ent.ire questi.on of how we shall 
achieye une �asic purpqso�and outcomes deai�d from the 
, educauion pro� l1i -�e op.e or 1ihe most pivotal. concerns 
I 
: in tlt8 whole .area o.t'-·cttrriculum planning. 
I '' 
If 
1. J. Galen Saylor an4 William M. Alexander, �· _!!!., 
P.• 2;1.5. 
11 
Who is R�sponsible For C�culum Improvemen� -
Administration or �eaching Sta£f? 
Aitholl$h i.t is assumed or at least expected that 810" 
indiv!du•l connected with the school system would consider 
curriculum tmpro_vement at integral phase 0� h;is position. 
1-�J ie. aeverthel�ss. ilnportant to discuss the reeponsibili 
i 
ot CUl"rtculum deveJ..opmen1.. Since the develoi)ment or con-
di tiona for leUning is the responaibili W of everyone f'rom 
the custodian who heata ·and ·cleans the bui.lding to the a.O.­
mllli.atrator who ·BlllSt coo.x'4inate the !'unctions ot the en1ii.re 
buildi.ns; .j.'t tollows i;hat; eurricullim improvement is the 
. ' 
�sponsibility o.t eve�ne. However, as in el.l walks ot 
lite� someone i a  ne�4ed to Urigger the actio�� 
ltttaderahip 
An a.cbd.niat�o: � aoat; cases e&J1 be looked to tor 
posaesaing the abili t7 � create an opening or opportuni� 
f'rom. which curriculum development can evolve. However-, as 
the mllle inticates,. it is the ClUTicul\lll directo.r who would 
be mo� directly resp�nsible in providing •he over-all con­
ditions tor curriculum development. But. the person most 
involved with the 40�ua1 "doing• ot curriculum developaen� 
: is the· cl.assroom taac.hel."· tor this person is the one wb.o 
11 works directly with 1iP.e cll1l.t4 
Wifih �e above r$ference to administrators, curriculum 
.Urevtors, am\ teach�rs •« must �ssume that tJ.b.e�e j.-s no hi� 
I"• � ;. 
erarchical U.J-ange� .in the development or ·a curr1�um. 
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Establishing Working Relationships With Teachers 
Although it is assumed that the principal, as leader, 
has certain goals in mind as well as vision and understand­
ing with regard to the nature of curriculum development and 
implementation, he must establish a position of mutual 
operation by relating his vision and understanding to that 
of the teachers. Mackenzie and Cory give emphasis to this 
position in indicating alternative roles of the leader as 
follows: 
(1) the leader's goals must be those of 
the group, and he must be seen by 
the group as helping or potentially 
helping it to achieve its goals 
(2) the leader's goals must be sufficient­
ly compatible with those of the group 
so that the group sees him as helping 
or potentially helping to achieve its 
goals 
(3) the group must recognize the leader 
as helping to avoid destruction of 
a desired status quo or offering 
the least threat to its goal achieve­
ment 
(4) the goals toward which the leader is 
viewed by the group as being able to 
contrib�te �ssential help must be 
important enough to effect or out­
weigh his refusal or inability to 
help the g�up achieve some of its 
other goals.l 
Curriculum Leader Must Provide for Teacher 
Goal Realization 
"One way in which the principal can exert leadership 
, 1. Philo T. Pritzkau, Dynamics of Curriculum Improvement, 
pp. 9-10. 
it -- - ----=-- =--=- ---- -- ---
'i 
' 
which is recognized by teachers is to see to it that their 
suggestions or proposals are realized. His position with 
teachers or other individuals would be jeoparized if he 
provides the occasions for hearing suggestions and does 
nothing more. Such a condition would lead to a withholding 
of suggestions or ideas in the future. It is� therefore, 
'highly importan� for the pri�cipal to develop the condi­
tions whereby there is decision and action relative to at 
least some of the ideas furnished by teachers. He is thus 
indicating an understanding and insight relative to the 
goals of the teachers. This strengthens their confidence 
in him not only with respect to his sympathetic considera­
tion of their goals bu"t also regarding his ability to bring i 
about a fulfillment of them."1 This idea taken from Philo : 
Pritzkau's book is also the thinking of many other leaders 
in the field of education. 
Limitations of Curriculum Leader 
As in any field a person must be aware of his limit-
' 
1 at ions. This also applies to the curriculum worker. It 
would be impossible to know all the funcations that relate . 
to leadership. He needs to seek the resources of others 
to promote leadership. As he indicates his limitations he 
is being honest with himself and with others. 
Developing a Desirable Group Climate 
Teachers, school principals, supervisors, and other 
1. Philo T. Pritzkau. �·�·• p. 10. 
· "----...:C- -=- -- - �-= 
;I 
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curriculum workers have �denuified four areas which gen­
erally affected the climated for group projects. They are: 
(1) sat�sfactor.y problem definition 
{2) coordination of the work between the 
consultant's visits 
(3) freedom for exploration and work 
(4) tree-flowing communica tion within the 
group and with the consultant. 
Four areas of communication identified as important 
by the above same people are: 
(1) communication within the work or study 
group 
(2) communication within the group and the 
consul tan'b and those carrying on the 
study 
(3) clarifidation of terminology 
(4) responsibility of leadership to facili­
tate communication. 
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�he problea. Of this .resear()h project is CQncerned with 
the science prQgraa a� �he iutermed1ate level 1n the Hilton 
Central School District. 
When �his school sys�em ��ame a centralized dietric� 
a curriculum problem becSJJ,\e apparent in teaching science. 
'rh;t'ee aain ca.uqee can be citet\t: -.ultiple sections witll 
grouping• teacher baokf9!9�• SJ;14 •tate .mandated 1fime f'Qr. 
the toaching of $cience. 
DUlt1ple.See$ions 
With the inc:rea•o in txu:ol).m.ent in the school dist-l't..ct • 
the number o� cnildr�n �� ·�•ch �ade level nece�siated a 
change 1n groupiDg 'to all.o1f -�or more et.tec'tive learning. 
�e grouping WflS changed .from comple-te he'tterogene-ous groUP-
.� 
1ng to· Skimming ott the high achievers and low achieve�s a' 
each sr•de level... �se- toa 1nro group& 't;hat are suppose 
,, 
hollogeneous groupa and are named th.e "rapid progress • an4 
• slow progress• groups.. �he remaining children are put 1n 
what' are called heterogeneous clas�. It this is done in 
fourth srade' the rapid. and slow progress sec1iions may re­
main abou.1i tho same when 'they progress to 1'i.t1Jh grade, but 
the other chilctren are again shuffl.ed so one complete class 
does not go to uhe same rit� grade teacher. 
t 
'Plle saae proced� is .tollowed in thefir·th an.4 sixth 
I grades. Thus,. by the ti1ne a group is in sixth gra4e, some 
I 
I 
I 
s1iUden:ts aay have been f'ortunate �nough "to have had science 
background., others had no science at all, and others may 
have had repeti'tion in 'bhe same area; i.e. dinosaur's, 
as1Judied' in fourth and ti:f'th grades. �here.tore, a sixth: 
grade teaclier that eoul.&i and wanted to teach science had a 
cli.tf'ieUl t area to teach,: 'The· 'tea,cher had" to teach 'for thl:f 
�ve�e cross-se�tion ot the class as far as sc�ence back� 
8ro'Uhd was cdnctrtril8d. ''thf!retot:e, the 'chil.d.ren with a oeiite 
background wEtra 'bo.'rea beciiuae tney· lifere nut challeng�d. 'and ·  
the children Withou� &baekground found it dif.ticult to 
I , 
keep pace• U a s1X1ih grade teacher· d:1d not choose to 
teaCh scienc•• the chiidrcm- •ere .nOt· aware ot ttut OJltss:lon� 
Until 'they ieaChe4 snenth grade·. 
·Teather J3aCkg:round 
Iiicreased e.nraa:J.aenti lUl» inc�asM the nmabtua· or clasS:. 
e$ at each grade 'leYel. Instead of o�e cr twb teacher• a� 
ontt grade'-·l•hrel With bliterogeneous classea, there are four· 
td six teachers a1:J eaclt gi-ade leril w1 th at least two groups 
� ' 
' + 
ot '·Jiomoseneoua· classes! At:bit:rarily these teachers taUght 
what they wanted to te-.c:Q. in science. Each teacher· had 
llt1ile regu'Cl to what o-ther teaol;lers at the same grade lenl 
were teachjng. 
Up until 1958 science elau was regarded as the extra 
class period. It 'th_,re were a few tree m.1nlltes � t.ha bUQ' 
elem.eilil� day, a sci,mce o1a:ss could be taught. �his was 
l.ett up to the de sere t;lon of the .t:oacher. 
. : 
�he point of view �he teac.hers held in regard to tea�h­
ing soien.ce mainly depended upon their bac}tground in scienc 
Jl� .elementary t;e$chers hold a Life Oertifi.�ate and have 
had no .further graduate worlt •. Few, if any • credits for 
this certiticate were o'btained in the science £ield. A ; . 
teach�r having only a few yea�s in the education field � 
have had m,.ore science baCkgrQund .in college but9 no doubt;9 
�. •' 
not the necessar.y pr�par�t�q� to t�ach lh� science nee4�d 
� �;r 
�; 
If sciellce. was taught the units covered could be 
choosen � tb.e teache�. 0� teacher may have had a hobb7 
_ ot plants... �s 1ieach.Sr �gb:t; feel se�ure in teaching 
abouii plants end would ac:co�gly have a lengthy unit. 
!!he same class the followi� yet!$r might have a teacher who 
�oya flowers, thereby, decides to have tb:e class. s� 
plants in science class. �e repetition would be 4,evasti.ng 
to the motivational as�ets o:r scienc;e .  �he next year the 
.,, 
class might �e fQrtunate �PQusA to have a teacher kee� " 
inte.rested in antma.l�J SQ. ,that the sci�nc� class would con-
sist o.f learni.ng 'in tld.J;l ax-ea9 ra1;,h.es- 1ihan _plants and f'�� 
ers. tor the �d oo�ac:u-ive year. 
�here wer� no guid�� for these teachers to follow� !he 
teaeher cauld find Uttle help in textbooks, becaufle. f'ew 
elementary scieD.ce i;E)xts had been published., Many of' the 
1 science texlis in use ye� cona1dered poorly w:ci tten be-
' 1 cause they did not mfiJe1i iihe needs of a �wing desire on 
-+ 
I 
I 
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the p� ot th& chi1dren in the �Leld o� science � 
state lla.nda'Cie 
In 1958 ;beoause of atat;e.�ide curriculUPl planning the 
Dew York S�at& Education Departmen� mandated tha� ·science 
�e taugh1i as ·a .basi.o subjec1l._ �his m.e8llt 110re work .for the 
t;eac� �o p1a_n fo:r �his clas$· .on a •eekly -schflciule . .lfos1; . . 
teachers ::na,cted by ·asking, •What wi ll � "teach?.� ,  awhere 4o 
i tJ.nd the ·WorJ�&tion t;o :teach'? • ,.  or "What do X ·lmow about 
$01�e? • !h1a te�ling· or �dequaoy is understanaable 
whe.z;t fiD'3' s.b.rup,_ c;hange, _takes plaQ.e!· -.However,. a .t�tudy of 
" 
'able 2 w�ll ,1n4!cate to � reader the limdted science 
l;)a.ok� ot t)le t��aller� b 1;he ,inte.rmecU,ate. leve.l of 
.. 
H�ton OeJ�.'Ci,l:al SchoQ�.,. ., ·-!aQle ,2 a)-so ehows a d.e;sire- .o.n �the 
part ot some te•cne�� ·to become better �ual!ried to ��  
j.n 'this �· b:l _part.i��ati.ng in in-sernce t�a.i:ning and 
tvther graduate t�tucll',� .. � · �  
S�te�ent ot Problem � 
�he ob�eo'ti.Ye �: this Sctsnce Committee Will be tha� or 
coor41nating the mulb1ple. -sections o� the fourth • :ti.fth7 ftnd 
eixth �des in $Cieilce 011 using the following .tour bypoth� 
eses as guides .. 
� .. ..;:.··· ... 
B;rpothellis #1. An· hEJt1'Wnent can be developed whieh carl 
be used ·as a guide for all three grade 
l��ls. (4. 5� and 6) with required 
areas to'·-be �aught at �ach gJ'."ade level .. 
Hypotlleais #2.. 89�enc& will be tre-ated as a st�p-by­
ste;p process ;possessing continuity wi,_1;h 
the basic units being taught at ��eh grade 
level. (using the ehi.l:dren •.a previous years ' 
learniD� as a rounaation £or instruc�ion) . 
Jinloth'eais I?>• Each teacher will lmO'w which areas have 
been covel.'ed: and to what extent .in the 
pr"ioua y�s. 
Hypotnea1s 14• Increased studen� interes� 1n science will 
�esul.t.� 
lfeache.ra' 
4th gt.oade 
teacher 1 
.It 2 
• 3 
II 4. 
• 5 
• 6 
5th grade . 
!reaCher 1 
• 2 
• � 
• 4 
II 5 
• 6 
61ih grade 
Teacher 1 
• 2 
.. 3 
• 4 
• 5 " 6 
� 
Yable Z 
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:Int•n�mediate tp:ad.es 
Hilton Central SChool 
· 
· Science Background 
1959 1�0-on 
Expert- Under- Grad- Grad-
ence grad. uat.e. In-serv. uate 
years C:t>ed±1is credits cr«�tdits ·credits 
30 6 0 0 0 
' 12 2 0 0 
25' 6 0 0 2 
l. 15 0 Le.t1; 
3 12 0 Lert 
2 12 0 0 2 
15 12 0 1 2 
l 15 ' 1ft· � 
' 15 0 1� 0 
15 12 0 1 (). 
1 18 3 1 0 
1.2 12 0 1 0 
3 �� 0 2 ' 1 ' 2 6 
4 18 3 2 3 
4 12 3 2 6 
2 24 9 0 0 
3 18 0 2 6 
O�ER III 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
· D&��ion o� �e.hool D�at��c� 
Jn 1949 be��re cen�lization the Hi1to� SChool •as 
� � " . �- I 
the p1e"turflsque •uttle, red school ho�� " known as "th• 
He.n:ey S1iree1; School. Th• ·plant faci lity was a villa� 
" 
sehool building that housed all grade s kindergarten �ough 
tweltth. With e.entralizati.on in 1950 the Hil:ton Central . 
SChool Di�trlet brought together all the one-?oome4 school ' 
houses scattered 'thro-q.ghau.t Parma, plus the one-:roomed 
school s  in J:l&rt.& o.f C1a$son, llalalin9 and Greece. 
fhe eentrali�at1an neoessiated the building of an 
eight. ·hundred student high school plant. At this time all 
1ihe district etudentJJ "f&.rB transported. by school bus to �e 
eentrall7 locate� sch�ole in the village of Hilton. 
Growth in the population in the area by 1954 necessiateo 
the building o� a. twent,- un1 t; primary school which was 
named the Basel Jenkins School . Purther growth b.1 1957 
bro�gh'ti abou1i the. b11ilding of a. Junior high school wing on 
the high school .  By 1959 tne school population required $n 
additional twentT-�ive classroom uni• school to be builv . 
" 
In the school "' It was named the Jonathan Underwood School . 
year 1960-61 Hilton ba<l a student populati.on ot 2 ,4�2. 
,, ., 
Hilton School has experienced a growth in student �� 
ulation from less than rour hundred studen�s in a one 
J 
building school in 1949 to almost 2 , 500 students housed; in 
'· 
' 
four separate buildings 1.n 1960. '.fhe population is still 
increasing a1i the rave o� 107£ a year. The school year of 
1.962-63 finds all existing schools over crowded. �he 
immediate ne�d of a 1.ooo stud�� j�or high school build­
ing is apparent to take cere of •he overcrowded conditions 
and the projected school population of 3,250 s�ents b.y 
the school year 1963-64. 
Add1�1onal factors Necessitating Change 
Due to �he crowded cond1�1ons of the school year 1958-59 
1� was impossible to house grade levels in neat categories 
and break downs. �e of the six sections of third grade 
were housed in the Benr,y Street School . !he entire compli­
aent of i:he fOtirth grde along with five of the six sec1dons 
of fifth gr.ade were also housed in the Henry Street School. 
ne reaaining .fifth. fPZ'ade and al.l six sections of sixth 
srade were housed in the newl.7 completed junior high wing 
of th• high school . 
�he intermediate level of the elementar.y school of 
Hilton Central School D1$�ct was scattered between two 
build,ings . !h,retore . problems arose due to the large 
number of multiple s•ctions compounded b� the tact that 
the7 were housed in 4ifferent buildings• !he teachers 
�ound it dif!icul� to �ommunicate with one another and 
there was no eontin.u1tJ' o:t' p:rogralll .. 
�hese problems in additiOn to the t��chers•  backgrounds 
( see Table 1 ,  page 20) and the state mandate ( as stated 1n 
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Chapter 2} aade it apparent that a curriculum stub a,nd 
renovation was ne�ssary in the �ield of science tor the 
e lementary gra4es. 
In January o� 1959 this writer requested and wa.s grant­
ed permission to start a science committee tor the improve­
men' of the science prograa in the intermediate school at 
Hilton., With administrative assistance a committee ot five 
(all volun'teeft) 'W'U formed. 
Procedure 
A• the first ·science Curriculum Committee meeting ·it 
was dac.ided 'that the following procedure wouid be pursu(td: 1 
1. Publicly e stablish through an administrative 
bulle1i1n that teacher #3 (see Tabl.e 3) would .act 
as representat1ve tor al1 fourth grades , teacher 
#5 act as represen�at1ve for a11 fifth grades. 
and teachers #d. and fj.4 as represeri.ta"t;ives for 
the sixth grade s .  All reports and comments would 
be Bhanneled through grade representative . Teacher 
#1 Wbuld act as coordinator and group chairman. 
;· 
2 • Each grade representative would p:resen1J to their 
grade level bulie�ins • ques�ionnaire s 9  and reports 
a� gPade level meet1ngs and collect information 
requested. 
�- Grade represen,ta:tiives would :·convey 1ihe intorm.a�ion. 
1£o the eommi tt'� at weekly Scnence Curriculum 
1 .  Minutes of Science Curriculum Committee ., pp . 3-4. 
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aee•ings. At which time the information would 
be discussed, evaluated,. and acted upon by the 
entue comm:l'ttee . 
4. When composing bulletins , questionnaires ,  and 
reports the committee decided to be extreme� 
careful to avoid ove�impl!Z�cauion by using 
. •educatiQnal �argon" and "blanket• eoverage 
o.t terms such as: 
1) Bake work interesting to children. 
2) Base youl'"' 1nstruc1i on on the needs or 
-the youngsters. 
3) Adapt instru.e.t.ion to individual. 
cli.f'ferei.J.ces. 
4) �e the- child where he ia .. 
5) D-.elop a perm.isaive atmosphere. 
Note : Due �o t.he rather snperf'iciality of the 
above fiw 'sttatements , nothing has really been 
said to help the teacher because basic .meanings 
have not been 1dentd:f'1ed. 
5. With committee and administration sanction the 
committee ahai� was to develop public relations 
between teaching sta.f.f • children., and parents in 
'the fo:rm or a Science Fair. 
As e resulv of the abov& proeedure the next chapter 
will describe the develqpment of z 
1) a guide for the use or intermediate teachers in 
24 
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teaching science 
2) a step-by-step proc-ss providing for continui� o� ... 
teaching SCience - in grades four. :five and six 
�) 'he value o� eaoh teacher possessing a curriculua 
clesigne,d fiD ahow what; has been ·�ught in seience 
�ble 3 
·'· 
BACXGROlllm 01! �IEJJCE. CDDI�� DJJBERS 
Grade Experience 
Sex Level Years 
SCience Bae.!gsround 
Under- Grad. 
grad. Brs. Bra. 
bachar l •• 9, l 24 ' 
a 2 ' Q 4 12 0 
• ' l 4 9 ).2 0 
1t 4 • 6 3 15 0 
.. 5 1! 5- l 15 3 
lfo1;e z Each grade l.evel 4as a teacher represen�ative. 
O� IV 
PRESE��ION OF DAfA 
Hypothesis #1. An tnsurumant can be developed which can 
be used as a guide for all three grade 
leTels., (.tour,. five, and. six), wi:th re­
quired �ea.� to be taught at. each grade 
levol. 
Phase 1. Not knOwing �xactly what had to be done , but tira 
in their belief :that som.ething must be done • the Science 
Com.m.it1Jee prepared ali- outline ( see Appendix it) to gUide 
the clasaroqm. teacher in org.W.zing a year• s program and to 
ui;ili.a!ie sci:ence �rtbooks and reference books available 1W 
1;lte classroom teacher •. _ 
�he outline as presented. only !or the ueaoher' s use 
not for students• • wfJS no'tl intended to be .construed as the 
-ql timate science cu�igulwn, but must be constantly re­
Vised and evaluated. �he committe e also stated 1that it was 
eager to hear teache� • com.m.ents and suggestions with the 
hope o� arriving at the beau possible program for the 
chUdren. It was .further h$ped by the comm.11rtee th&.t 'the 
rour areas (Solar System, Biology , Wea'llher, and Electricity) 
inc.luded in the outl,tne wQuld beeom.e an integral part or 
1 each teachers • aoience prograll. 
I , 1 '!he program was then sv,bmi:tted to the Board or Education 
I 
administzoaticm. • and tb.e teachers of the elementary an4 
' 
; junior high school for approval. It was �eeepted with the 
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recommendation that it be t�e 4 for the following school 
year. 
Phase 2. !he program wu tried. the .following year and the 
teachers evaluated the prognm by writing suggestions on 
their progrmuJ throughout 'the year .  At the years end this 
information was rewritten on a report sheet . �he following 
recommendations were presented to the science commi�tee; 
1. revise outline to be m.ore specific 
2 . provide more experiences subai�tled by the 
teachers in 'the line of experiments 
3. to 1ncorpt.)rate as much as possible reference 
material withiu the guide 
4 .  evaluate and recommend. new text books tor 
use in the prograa. 
Bollowing the�e suggestions submitted by the teachers 
'he science committee rewrote the prograa (see Appendix �}. 
2his guj.de was pres�p.ted once more to the Board o! Eduoa­
•ion. ad:m.ildstration . end teachers for approval . It was re 
ceived w11ih a great deal of enthusl.aem by eV&ryone . It was 
noted at . the time tha� admdnistrative di�ction was not 
needed for the program • • acceptance by the ueachers . !fmt 
> 
4Cienee commi 'lrttee agaj.n urged the 'Uache�s to ev-aluate the 
I . � 
I :program with 'the hope. i,n lllind qt developing an eTen more 
a.ccep'table program . 
Phase '· After two years of evaluation it was decided by 
the committee 'to exper!Jnent in Jiewri:ting the program in the 
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tor.a ot a study guide to be used by the chi�n o� nhe 
sixth grade. (see Appendix D ) .  This program .is now being 
prepare4 for ,use later thi s school year,� 
B)pothesis #2� Science will be tr.eated as a step�by-step 
pr9eess possessing . continuib,- with the 
b�s:tc uni.t.s peiJl.S taught a't - ea,ch grade 
.level (using �he childre»� s previo.us 
years 1earnin8 as a r�tion ro� instrue� 
ilion).., 
· �  determining � limLts on 1Jbe concepts that are � 
be taught iD. each unit at each grade level the teachers can 
now rel,l' an the: previoufl· ,years learning experiences . It is 
now possible to el��te •� at least control repet�t�on 
and p1:oceed to de�*'lO.P pew concepts within the same unit 
( see .Appel).dix a Y. 
fb'pothesie #3. Each ' teacher will know which areas have 
�en q�vered and 'to what extent in the 
previous years . 
Each t�he.x- wut have in hi.s or her possessiqn a 
so1ence curriculum fQr t}te .tourth9 .ti.fth, and sixth grade . 
�� teacher will feel secure in kn�wing what science facts 
t� class have been �Xposed �o in the previous ye ars .  
HJpot;hesis #4· Increa�e.d a�"t J.nt4rest in science will 
result• 
Exposure to wide� variety o� science experience$ pro­
: vi�ed the children with an interest in scientif�e hobbies. 
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these interes�a- were· developed as ahown by Uhe followings 
SCience Pair 1958-29 200 participants 
Science FaiR ,1959-60 �50 p�ticipqts 
Hobby ShoW 1961-62 'SO() partieipat1-ts 
'lhe· participation 1n these progrimtm was on a voluntary 
baais .  
Further evidence o t  increased intere sts on the part - of 
the student· was indieated b,- verbal repQtt a from school. 
Ubrarians-. "  It; qv .. rel)or'ted 1ibs:t requ.es"ts from stude-nts 
for supplementa:&7' NS.ding materi.als 1.n the science area had 
increased since :the. inaugw:.•ai;ion of thi.s science program. 
W..gb.er achievement; teBt'- resul trs wGuld be anothe� f'orm 
of evidence indieatl.ng increased student interes� in 
science . The scores of .b. cross-section of stu�ents who 
hav& par:tic'1patec1· in t hi11 .Program· for three years indica-te , 
in most cases,. a higb.ttr- grade placement; than calle4 !or by 
the Siianfo:rd Aah1evemenis 'lest ( see 'fable 4) .  
-=���====�--�-���==�-�-�- -·�=========-� -.�-�-==-======--==*====== 
�able 4 
HS� llEStJIIfS 
twenty students participa'bing for t�e yeus 1n this 
program, picked at rand�•· to show S'tanford A.chievem.en't 
and teanher-aa4e t.su scores . 
Sex w· ""lr 
., 112 
., 93 
F 1,0 
It 113 
• 98 
• 96 
• 114 
.. 100 
F 128 
.. i32 
" 1,, 
., 118 
• 125 
• l.OJ 
ll 110 
• 105' 
• 84 
"' 96-
F 94 
_..._ 
Av. 110.5 
Stanford Achievement �esta• 
4th 
gr. 
10l22 
-· · 
: 
5tli 6ih 
gr . 
�r.:o 
gr. 
5'�s-
i·4 8.2  "' 7.8 
?.4 9.5 
s.o 9.5 
6. 5 8.2 
5 ·9 10.5 
;.6 7-5 
'1•:t  lO•O 
5.6 6.6 
5.9 ,, 7·2 
8 .6 8.6 
i).-2 '1•8 
? .9 �-0 ?.1 .o 
2.8 7.2 
5·9 8.2 
6 .. 8 9.0 -··· ?.5 
3 .8 ' ' - · · 
6.16 
6.4 
8.30 
Groliih 
shown 
in mo . 
+ib 
+28 
+13 
+21 
+45 
+17 
+46 
+19 
+29 
+10 
+l.' 
0 
+16 
+ll 
- +19 
+44 
+23 
+22 
+26 
..__ 
+22 
�eacher-made rest� 
�th 5th 6th 
gl. ... gr. gr. 
� 6hi �'� _ . ..  
85 81 
85 ·82 
90 95 
?5 :?1 
8Q 83 
83 96 
85 95 
80 81 
75 87 
?0 11 
85 91 
83- 93_ 
88 94-
94 '92 
80 16 
80 M ·· � 
83 94 - 5� 
75 90 .. - --
82.� 86.1' 
�� ord Achiovenu�n� ��st showiJlS grade placement in 
science 
• •stantord Aebievemen\ �est and teacher-made comprehensive 
iles't �t given in .fourth grade t school year 1959-60 
• • �-.n#lfer student; 
CHA.Pl!ER V 
CONCLUSIONS , OBSERVATIONS , AND RECO�DATIONS 
Conclusions 
Hypothe si s #1 : A seienQ� curriculum was developed and 
is serving as a guide for thre.e grade l evel s  ( four, five , 
and six) . Thi s instrument has been approved by the Board 
ot Education , administrat ion , an4 teachers of' the Hilton 
Central Schoo l ,  to be used as required material to be 
taught in science tor the iJ;l.termediate grade s .  Thi s is t o  
be used until such time a s  the science committee recommends 
turthe� changes .  
Hypothesis #2 :  Science i s  b eing treated as a step-by­
step process using the children ' s  previ ous years le arning 
as a foundation tor instruction. Four areas of instruction 
are require� as basic at e ach grade level • They are solar 
system , weather . electrici t�, and biology. Appendixes B, 
C ,  and D show the continuity of a three yea:r pro gram for 
grades four , five , and six in one area, the solar system. 
Hypothesis #3: Each teacher of the intermediate grade 
level has in his or her possession a curriculum for science 
c overing grades gour .  five , and six. By mutual agreement 
between teachers in the intermediate grades and adminis­
tration it was established that each grade l evel would work 
within the .framework designated by the curriculum for the 
duration of the experiment . 
Hypothesis�: Increased' interest and understanding on 
1ihe part ot 'bhe stuclB,nt has ·been evidenced by the .follovingr 
1 .  A. larger number of' Vblunt&X7 participants in: 
school-wide programs. e . g. sei"enoe club and 
science f'a.ir e�ibita . A noted increase in 
quall. ty and m:t.derstanding o.f student;:.made pro­
jects we.s. obsel:'Ved and reported by 'the 
teaClhers . 
2. .As ·reportea. by school llbrarians •there has 
been a g:eeater v,olunts.ry ·demand on the part 
ot � the studente Cor supplementary reading 
materials in t;b,e. science area . 
3 "'  Hi�e;r:- �est results in standardized tests in 
science ( se e  TSt'ble ·4. page 30) . 
Researcher' e Obsel"Vati.on$'� 
1. ·!eachers ·JilllS'V be considered as individuals �n a - . 
program or Uhis nature and one must never 8$Sume the axiom� 
0yha� is goo4 Eor one is good tor al1Q . Although ai l  the 
teachers complied with the. �equest or the science committee 
to teach from :this pregram �tline• the teachers exhibited 
\ -. 
vQ71ng 4e�es of enthusi..,;sm.. So.me teacher15 ope:Qly ad­
Bi-tted that the prograa was 1ioo extensive end d.el'lUindiJl&' o� 
1ihfib' OWll a.Mli'ti ·in the .field ot scienc e �  !he ·. salile 
t�rs �urther stated that the7 were nov interested 1n 
plq"suing graduate s� in ·ibis tiel d. Othet- 'tea:eh.era tel t 
the program vas adequate end were thankful ' that ·the work iD 
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the science ere& was complied for them� MostJ teachers • 
however. accepted thi s change a s  a challenge and were most 
help.tul in recommending .suggestions f'or improvement o,t the 
1nstruaen1i. This samo group o£ teachers were interested 
enough "to utilise all avail.able ���ources ,  e . gf ill-service 
training (Genesee Valley Stwq tJounail and workshop group� 
and (p'aduate st;ud7 at nearb� universities .. to give thea a 
better background in. t;he science field� Table 2. page 20 ,  
gives eVide�ce ot the above ' a�atemen�� 
24 Ii: has been stated 1n Chapter I that 'there is no 
hierarchial arrangement i'n the approach to ourric.ulwn 
questions�• !!his is ·U'rue e.s tar as �etrting· underway in 
4enloping � curricullllh, ��P administration mus11 be 
count•d on to provide the e:ucouragement and· direction 
needed to aee tha-t the program i s  compl.eted . I"t also has 
- . ' 
been s1;a ted that the only way that a prinCipal CWl assert; 
leadership as reco¢zed � the 1ieachers is to see 'that; 11he 
teachtn'a 1 aa4 cu.n'iculnm study groups ' suggestions or pro­
posalS are reali-:&eJd. 
\ii th this particlllar stucly group the building principal 
kep-t the execu-ti-ve prtncipal int'ormed to the progress and 
needs o£ thiB curriculum study group. i'he executive 
principal in turn inf�rmed the Board of E4ucation o� the 
aame progress and nee,ds.. The Board of Edu.cation provided 
the .following:: 
1 .  money necessary to, pay 'tthe mem:be:rs o£ 
the �cience Committee ror two weeks 
work durin_g the summer 
2. 'dditiona.l mon�y for i.n'""service stud,-
, . further stimulation for the teachers by a 
letter stating their �incere en4.o,l:'semen1J 
of the program. 
In �his mann�� th� neaeeeary qircle of �ommuni.cation 
was completetl . tea�e.lf to buj.�ding prin,.cipal, bu�lditlg 
pr_i.ncipal tO. exeeuti.Y� �rincipal � exe�u'tive principal to 
BQard·r of Education � Ba�4, �f Eduea1tton 'to teacher .. 
'-'� As stat.ed; in. Ql>.aptEtr II the teaching of sc.ieD'!E7 in 
11Ultiple .-ections of eeteh ��de level has been< 4l grea� 
prqblem� Rqw�ver, w�-th the use of this instrmnent tq.& pro _ . ' . 
lem bas been e.llevia1n�d� :&Yen with the reshuffling of 
classes .each teache�· .s1;ill :�ows what the child _hap covere� 
the p;;;.evious yea,r in (Seie�� - we must not to:r:get that eacll ' . 
chilO. 1..s an indiyi.dual • .  We cannot expect that each child 
will re�ain all subjec1i · material :taughif !rom this currieu1 
nth the aame degre� of competency. It appears., however, 
tha� each child regardless of his scholastic abili� has • 
beutf� pack�un4 in t�e tield of science as a result ot 
this experiment , 
4. WiVh a greater nlllllber o.£ students p.ossessing a 
better background in se�enae changes must be made in the 
junio� high s�hool s��ence· program to .aeet the stud�ts' 
needs . In 4ppendix E .� jqn1or high science department 
has indicated new problems that have arisen and haw they 
plan to cope w1th them . 
5· �he modest .succe ss o.f this program has been 1ihe 
nee"e4 stim.Ulamt for the organiza-tion of other st� groups , 
sanct1.�ed by 1:ihe B.� or Education 1n the fields o.f Eng­
llsh, arit�t1c. and �ocial. studie s �  
ReCQlllll8ndat.ions .fqr Further s-.� 
1. 4 t'Etacb.er-aade testing prograll should be deVise(l to 
. 
be f51ven aif e ach grade leve�.1' J.ppendix E inc� B: 'two 
teache:"-aacl& teat.� to .m.e"t �he ne.edli of this program , I't 
16l r�mllende4 that � di,ag119stic type test be given in 
September and a comprehensive type te a� be given in Jan-
11U7 an4 Jun� . !his writer i s  or the opinion that elrl:l·lfren 
at this grade level cannot be expected to retain all ot the 
ip.fonat1Qn that woulsi be requi� 1n a comprehensive t.ype 
tffs1;� prograua cowri.J?S one school 7ear peri od. 
2. Continual develppment and revision is neceasary in 
aw course td •tuctr, 11# would. be pw:e .fancy on the p� or 
d" 
I1Jl3 ourriculllll atudy ,gt:oup to e.ssume or inten4 that their 
p;ogrma would be all inclusive . 
3� Participa�ion an �e �art of the entire school 
sq��c• ra�ltY. w�th each grade level represented h.7 a 
gr�da chairman 0:11 departmen'li head. is recouended in a 
curri�um stu�� 
!his pro� has indicated that attempting to solve a 
prolllem tor one s�gmen't of a school system in curriculum. 
developmen1J cNates new prol)lems in o�he� eegments.10 • �he�� 
fore., 1 t is �ecomm.ende4 tha1J curriculum plamli.ng and re..., 
v1sio� be the .responsibil,ity o! the en'tire schoal. , with all 
�� l�v;el.• �ep)'."e aented in cot;mec�ion with a. science stwi3' 
gr<)UP.• 
4,. It' is further _reco:mm.ended th�t; a eyatema1;.1c re­
search plan be .followe�... !liia. pl.aJl cona!e�s ot three a�ep 
pre � �pure• , an4 pos�. The !oll�wing table. (�abl' 5) gives 
� 
PRB--
�orioal. 
Descr1pt1Ye 
Survey 
School 
Public 
9PJ.niDn 
Social 
Jlarket; 
Oue atna;, 
Oo1111uni � 
s'udies 
bopoaals 
�able 5 
llESEARCB PL41 
Experilaen1;al. (cont�olled) . 
School 
Lab 
Olasa 
ID4usb'.Y' 
On 3ob 
Class 
Communi'Cy 
:rost­
A.pplieavions 
Demonst.ra­
ti�ns 
:rollow-up 
Trend 
}6 
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APPENDIX B 
A Science Committee Prepared Outline 
£.or the Teachers , of Grades Four ,. Fiv� 1 and 
. Six - �olar Systenr. ).959-:. ' " · · · · · 
�his uni"b i s '  one tJf· four basie units · 
and is used to show the con"bintrl.ty o� the 
pl$l�am in the·· gtoad.e' l�l:a 1isted" above·. · 
====lt - - -=----=====--
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Fourth Grade 
SOLAR SYSTEM and the UNIVERSE 
A .  People �irst wondered about the sky and things they saw 
there .. 
B. The term a stronomy and i t s  Greek derivation - use of 
telescope 
<' 
c .  2he Constel lat ions and stars 
1 .  Myths of their formations 
2 .  The compositi on o f  a star 
3 .  The varying sizes of s tars 
4 ,.  The c onstant shining o f  stars 
5 .  The changing pos i tions of stars 
6,. Difference s  between stars and planet s  
7 .,  Show how lense s, .or telescope make things appear 
larger 
a .  2 reading glas se s  - candle - white paper · 
b .  use f+,rst one glas� - then �o . (MacMil �an p �  87) 
��  The Solar Sl�tem 
1 .  �he Sun 
a .• center o.f' the s;rstem 
b .  source or· light and he at 
c .  di stance from earth 
2 .  ·Earth 
� · a .  one o:f the p lanet s 
b .  shape of earth 
" 
e. axis - rotation - revolution - orbit 
d .  e arth ' s  movement from West to East 
e .  night and day 
t.  seasons 
g. gravity· 
1 � the ·sun ' s  and eartl\ fti pull 
2 weight of objects 
3 use or ball on string for demonstration 
h. earth ' s  sur.face 1�· proporti on of land and water 
2 how so i l  i s  made and kinds 
3 erosion , irrigation 
4 rocks and .fossi l s  ( thi s leads to new unit ) 
' �  The Moon 
a .  meaning of satellite and reflected light 
b •. 'the mo on com:Pa.red to u. s •. as to size 
c. di stance from earth 
d .  phases of the moon and their cause s 
e .  surface of the moon 
f .  reasons for no life on moon 
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REFERENCE MATERIALS ON SOLAR SYSTEM AND THE UNIVERSE ; 
I !"  Star� and Constellations 
A .  pp �  123-1;1 
7,�91 
112-125 
? - 21 
173-178 
36-42 
176-191 
143-1.50 
. B. 
c �  
D. 
E. 
I .  
J .  
" :m: 
II . Solar System 
1 .  ,Sun 
' 
" E.  pp . ?-21 
• H .  . 161-178 
I ,.  23-28 
J .  204-211 
L , , 271-2?4 
N " _ 129-1�4 
21 . ES.rth 
A. . " pp . 111-121 
c . .  91-111. 
, . D .. 4-19 , 6�85 
E. . 3?-41 
G . . -64-7� 
H. 183-215 
I .  l:-9 .... 22 
J. 204-211 
L .  275-2?9 
N� .. 151-1?5 
o .  5-20 
3 .  Moon 
. 
O .  PP �  12?-129 
E .  2?-36 
H . 16).-.178 
I �  29-35 
J �  204-;211 
K .  . 201-224 
L .  . 2'79-286 
M. 10?-125 
Arey- Science Experiences tor Elementary Schools -
pages �36, 39-49 
' 
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EARTH ' S  COMPOSITION AND SURFACE : 
I·� An understanding of the .following terms and ideas ; 
A·. erosion 
B'. irrigation 
c· • .fossils 
]):. lfinds o� soil : gravel ,  clay , loam, b.umus 
E. soil is produc ed by the break up of rocks with the 
ad� tiona of 11 ving a1;1d dead animals • water and air 
P'� water dissol-ves minerals 
Text Book 'sources : 
G. .. pp . 191-194 
H� 93-104 
J·., 193-203 
K ,  , 4�9, 5?-69, 259-262 
L �  185-200 
lt or  187-216 
. .  
Gi� ? pp , 181-201 
Tea�ers ' References ; 
Arey. .- P.P , 34--36 
Hub�ar - pp . 254-2?5 
U�e�o chapter 5 - section E 
Chil�• s  Library Books : 
Univ�se 
Re�, Find � Constel lations 
Z�, The Sun 
Ft\:o.ton;-w'Orrds � !ill! Sky 
Ear�h 
, Hami lton , lsii Book o£ Caves 
Ste.rling , The Sto'if;l of Caves 
ZJ.m, !hat-•S"Insile the Eartli 
REFEREl'iCE BOOKS - as used in various units as to capital 
letters preoeding 
A. Bak�r� Maddux, Warrin, � and .Away-" Rand Mclially & Co . 
1.955 (C,.R.)  
B .  Ba.l"'.Q.ar.d , Stendler , Spack , Science , Heal th � Safety, 
Macmillan Co. , �959 (C . R . ) · �  ' 
C .  Beauchamp , Williams ,  Blough� Discovering � World , 
Se�tt , Foresman & C�� , 195� to .t. J , · 
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D. Craig , Gerald and Hurle y ,  Beatrice , Di scovering � 
Science ,  Ginn &. Co . ,  1954 (C .L. ) 
E :/ Craig ,  Gerald and Baldwin , Sara , Q:!g: Earth !!!!£ Skx, 
�inn & Co . ,  1940 (C .L. ) 
F .  Crai g , Gerald s . , Science fo r the Elementar1 School 
ftacher, Ginn & Co . ,  1938 "{'C:"L:) 
G. CJ,"$ig , Gerald and Hurley , Beatrice , � Earth � Life 
U;pon It , Ginn &. Co . ,  1940 (C .L.)  
H .  Dowling ,. Freeman , Lacy , Tippett , The � �laining Way, 
W�nston C o . , 193? ( C .R. ) · 
I .  Frasier , MacCracken ,  Decke r ,  E!£loring Togethe r ,  Singer 
C o . , 1955 (C.R. ) 
J .  Frasier, Dolmen , Shoemaker, Van Noy, The How and � 
Club , Singer Co . ,  1939 ( C . R. ) --- --- ---
K .  Hubler , Clark , Workins with Children in Sci ence , 
Houghton Mifflin co . ,  l�(L . )  
L .  Schne ider , Herman & Nina , Scienc e  in Your Life , Heath & 
ce . ,  1956 (o.n. ) 
M. Smith , V1ctor C .  & Henderson , �arbara , Sci ence Acro ss 
the Land , Lippinco tt , 1956 ( C . L . )  
N .  Thorp , Samuel A .  and Duncan , Carl D . , Let ' s  Learn How , 
Benefic Press , 1936 (C .L. ) 
0 .  Thurber ,  Exploring Science , Allyn and Bacon , 1955 (C . R . ) 
O .R. • classroom 
C . L.f�• curriculum l ibrary 
L .  • general l ibrary 
-===�==----,====��====��-�--====---======��-= .�-�-�-�--========��==--=--��== 
Our Solar System 
I .  Content : 
FIHH GRADE 
A .  Introduction #4 p. 205-20? 
#5 p .  65-69 
C .  The Earth-Time #5 p • 89-95 
#6 p .  25g...265 
D .  The Moon (1.4 p .  216-220 
#5 p. 69-7, 
E .  Planets #4 p .  208-2099 212-216 1 210 , 212 
#5 p .  ?4-?8, 79-88 
11. �he GalSJrY #4 p .  203-204 
I I .  �he Earth ' s  Composition and Surface 
1 .  The Earth• s Interi.or A .  p. 14?-154 
B .  p... 249-2'70 
c .  p., 25 
». pq ,00-305 
E. P •  160-192 , 193-210 
Jl� p .  50-61 
III� p ,.  254-2?5 
XI .  P •  Chapter 5 ,  Section D 
Arey p. 36-38 
2. Kinds of Rocks III p .  306 , 26-228 
IX p� Ginn manual p .  ?1 
XI Chapter 3 ,  seetions A . , B. , c .  
B. p .  92-101 
D .  P • 285-289 
E . P •  160-192 
F .  p. 62-63 
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SIXTH GRADE 
SOLAR SYSTEM AND UNIVERSE 
General References :  
A .  52-?1 
B. 5<>-8? 
c .  259-263 , 2?9-281 
D. 204-235 
E. 91-119 
F .  163-191 
G. ?0-128 
H. 7?-93 
I .  151-178 
K .  235-256 
M .  22?-232 
I .  H�story 
-A • Theory of the gods G90-91 
B• Fixed Earth Theory 0255-259 � E94 
C • Copernican Theory 0259--261 . D21 ?-219 
' 
II . Universe and Solar System 
A .  What is th� Universe , 
B .  What is the Solar System . 
c .  Immensity o f  size of Solar .System and Universe 
. . 
III .  Review and Pertinent Information Regarding Universe 
A. Stars and C onstellations 
1 .  What i s  a galaxy? 
' 2 .  What is a light year? 
a. Tb:e Sun 
1 !1 size 
2 �  distance from the earth 
3L effect on planets 
a. energy 
b .  ligllt 
o •  gravity 
c .  Planets 
1 .  teach name s of known plane ts 
2 .  teach order of di stance from sun 
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3� teach common characteristics of planets 
. 
a .  :tixed orbit 
b �  revolution (counter clockwise) 
c .  rotation (from west to east) 
d� reflection of light 
4 .  discuss and develop appreciation for 
a.  size 
b. number of moons 
e .  distance from sun 
d, atmospheric conditions 
e .  duration of rotation and revolution 
r. possibility of life 
D •  The Ea�th - a planet 
1 .  General Information 
a. size and shape 
b. distance from sun (avg. 93 ,000 ,000) 
c .  duration of revolution 
d. duration of rotation 
e .  natural satellite (moon) 
f .  artificial satellites 
g; atmosphere 
1 )  sustains life as we know it  
2) acts as an insulator 
2 .  Inclination of the Earth on its Axis 
a .  effect on seasons 
b;  effect on length of daylight and darkness 
3 .  Composition of the Earth 
a .  theory of the earth• s  origin : mass of gasses 
separated from the sun and cooled and 
solidified forming a crust on the surface. 
As various gasses combined and cooled 
either water or land was :formed. Land is 
composed of mud , humus ,  clay , sand, rocks 
and minerals . 
4.- Elements in the Earth 
a ;  Oxygen - comprises 50% of the earth' s  weight. 
It combines with silicon to form quartz and 
sand . 
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b. Silicon - comprises 26% of the earth' s 
,reight. It combines with oxygen to form 
silicon dioxide which is  found as quartz and 
sand. 
c .  Aluminum - comprises ?% of the earth' s  weight 
and i s  the most abundant metal in the earth • s  
crust. 
d .  !ron - comprises 4% of the earth' s  weight 
and combines with oxygen to .form oxides . 
e .  Calcium - comprises � of the earth ' s weight 
&nd combines with oxygen and carbon as 
limestone . 
(Ref. Sec.  4 - Unit ReView ot General Science , Cambridge 
Book Co . ,  1952 , pp . 264-265) 
5 .  Rocks and Minerals 
a . +sneous 
b .  Sedimentary 
c . �tam.orphic 
( Ret. Se�. 5 - Unit ·Review o! GeneralScience ,  Cambridge 
Book Co. , 1952 , pp . 264-265) 
WORD LIST : All children should have a working knowledge 
ot the following words : 
Universe constel lat ion Satellite 
(natural and 
Solar Sys1;em galaxy artificial ) 
Sun light year star 
planet orbit inclination 
atmosphere season day 
year revolution rotation 
axis igneous sedimentary 
metam.ol:",Phic 
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APPEHDIX 0 
A. Revised Course of Study Prepared 
by the Science Committ�e for the �eachers 
of Grades J'ol.ll:', J'iv-e . and Six - Solar · 
System . 1960.. · 
This unit i s  one of .four basic units 
and is u.sed t:o show the contin.uiily of the 
progl.'am. in the gl:"a4e l eve1s 11s1ied above .. 
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FOUR�H GRADE 
SOLAR SYSTEM 
I .  Introduction 
A .  Early people first wondered about the sky 
and things they saw there 
B; The term astronomy from the Greek meaning 
the study of the heavenly bodies 
c .  Development of the telescope to study the 
heavenly bodies 
II . The Constellations and Stars 
A .  Myths told about the constellations 
1. Winston - pgs . 1?5-76 
2. Old Singer - pgs . 176-191 
3 .  Rand McNally - pgs .. 125...;128 
B. A star is a burning ball o:f' gas that 
glows constantly 
c. A planet is a cold mass that bas no 
light or its own 
D .  Stress location of north star by the 
study of pointer stars 
III . Solar System 
A .  Sun - average star 
� center of system 
2 .  source of light and he art o! heat 
3 .  distance - 93,000 ,000 miles from 
.... earth 
B. Koon 
1. satellite of the earth 
2. shine s by reflected light 
3 .  acquaint the pupils with the 
!allowing informations 
a .  the moon is approximately Uhe 
same size as the United States 
b .  the moon i s  approximately 250, 000 
.,. mile s from the earth 
c .  the moon appears to have various 
shape s as i t  travels �ound the 
earth (phases) 
d. the surface o f  the moon is rough 
and jagged with mountains , craters , 
,. and volcanic dust 
e .  there is no life on the moon as 
wa know it because of the lack o f  
atmosphere and water 
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c ,  Earth 
1 ,  �he earth i s  the third planet in 
distance !�om the sun. located 
between Venus and Mars 
�!  discuss the shape of the earth �erie nee : use of globe and 
�el bOat to show the appe arance 
and disappearance of a ship on the 
hori�on 
� .  The earth� s rotation i s  fr:-om west 
to east a s  it spins on i t e  axis 
( sun seems to rise in ea st and set 
in the west) · 
4. �he period of revolution i s  about 
365 days as · the earth orbits the 
sun. 
· 5· Night and day are the Pesult of 
the earth ' s  rotation . 
6� Seasons a.t"e brought about by the 
tilt ( inclination) and revolution 
. of the earth. Use with study of 
zones in Cit . Ed. 
7. Gravity 
a. di scus s  the e!feo� o:f the earth ' s  
'gravity on obj ect s  
b.  di scuss the su n  • s gravity as 
the center of the solar system 
E!Perience : use an object (ball •  
• chalk) tied to the end of a 
string and spin from a fixed 
position to demonstrate the 
balance of gravity and eentrifical 
fo rce 
� 8. The Earth • s  sur.face 
a. nearly ?/4 surfa�e i s  water - 1/4 land 
.. b �  use �ith study of the 4 hemi-
'. > spheres 
.. c .  soil is made by breaking of · 
rock 
!XPerience : gather soft rock 
and pound into small partieles 
d .  ero sion i s  the wearing away of 
rock 'and soils 
EXPerienc e :  prepare a tray with 
soil '....;. pl�t one half' with grass 
leave �he other barren also con.C 
tour farming shown· by planting grass 
dawn and around the slope 
e ., fossils are prints of remains of 
animal s and p lants found in rocks . 
As a result of this unit children should know the 
following wards and definit ions : 
astronomy - the study of the heavenly bodies 
axis - a fixed point on which a -rotating 
obj ect spins 
constellation - a group of stars that seem 
to make a picture in the sky 
eclipse - when the moon or earth blocks 
light .from the sun 
e�sion - is the carryipg away of rock and 
soil 
gravity - the force tha'b pulls things to­
ward the c enter o f  the earth . Sun, 
, moon"' planet s  and stars also have 
gravity 
�rrigation - thea watering of land by 
artificial means 
orbit � the path of any heavenly body 
( satellite ) revolving around another 
body 
planet - one of the larger .bodie s  that moves 
around a star 
reflect - to bounce back light rays from a 
smooth surfac e  
revolve - t o  move around in a curved path 
rotat ion - the. turning around of an object 
on 1 ts axi s {earth) 
satellite .... a small obj ect. that revolves 
around a larger heavenly body 
(distinguish between natural and 
artificial) 
star - a mass of burning gas 
telescope - a scientific instrument used to 
observe distant obj ect s 
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FIFTH GRADE 
OUR SOLAR SYSTEM 
I .  Our Solar System consists o! 9 (nine ) 
known planets revolving around the sun 
of which we are one .;., 
A ,  Pour different type s of bodies are : ,  
stars , planets .  moons , comets 
a. artificial planets - go around sun 
b .  artificial moons - go around earth 
e �  pupils should learn spelling of 
these terms 
.B .  The sun is the Center of our Solar 
System and i s  a star . 
C .  'lhe eanh i s  part of :the Solar Systen 
D. Moon' s e!f�et on Earth 
1·. phases 
2 .  eclipse 
a. lunar 
b .  solar 
!hq>eriene e : Demonstration a.f eclipse 
or the moon and the sun 
#1 
flashlight large bal l 
moon 
smal l  bal l 
' \ :  / 
--J-.-::::...---- -·- ------''-�·· / 
#2 
E"" There is tremendous dis.tance between. 
stars even in a galaxy. . Our sun i s  a 
s,tar in 11 galaxy cal led the W.lky Way,. 
Fi Galaxy • a large group of stars in a 
. ��vi ta.tional field 
· 
I I �  The Earth � Our Place in the Solar System 
. 4· Third planet. frQ� the sun 
B� Dialleter ..,. 8, 000 miles ,  shape - round 
C ." Characteristics - ·  all inducive to life 
. 1 .  {)rbit - pa:bh - 1 yeaJ: to go .aro1md 
sun 
2 • .  Gravity - determined by the size of 
the planeii 
. Example - boy weighing 60 lbs . would 
weigh 10 lbs ,.  on. the moon 
� .  Rotation - day and night :- 24 hours 
Experience : Use colored bal l to show day 
and night .• 
4,. Revolution - Eal."th • s orbit around 
the sun 
· 5,. Air and atmosphere 
1 .  OJCYgen: 
2 .• nitrogen 
� .  W'ater vapor 
4. carbon-dioxide 
�- other rare gases 
III .  Finding Locations on Earth 
A.· Pcle s - parts of Earth ' s  surface that , 
do not move 
B. Equator - equal di stance from poles 
C .  Parallels or Lati tudes - di stance north 
and south of the Equator 
� .  Meridians or LQngitude s - distance east 
and wes.t or Prime Meridian 
E. Prime Meridian - 3 fixed point s  - 2 
poles and Greenwich , England 
E!Perience : }lave each child bring in a 
brown rubber bal l .  Uark with chalk 
( colored 1£ possible ) and draw on 
different line& 
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IV. The Earth ' s Composition and Surface 
A .  The Earth• s  Interior 
1 .  hot 
· 2 .  semi solid ( je ll-like ) 
Experience ; Draw a diagram to illustrate 
the compo�ition of the e arth• s crust 
and interior . 
Crust 1 
Dome mountains ( bl i ster on the 
earth ) 
1 5-75 'Ifli l.�� 
Magma ( liquid) fl ows into crack 
When liquid come s to  
surface - semi - solid 
W.hen out - lava 
,B . Crust - so lid , �loats on Semi-solid 
C .  Change and shif"t 
1 .  m6untain formation - result from 
unequal pressure on the earth ' s  
sur.faee 
2 .  volcano 
· 3 .  earthquake 
4.  geysers 
' 5 . hot springs 
v .  The Earth ' s  Moon - review of 4th grade 
niat�rial 
VI . Supplementary Informa�ion 
A .  Other planets 
1 .  interesting facts about e ach 
2. place and order . in distance 
from the sun 
B .  Meteors, meteorites , comets , asteroids 
c .  Stars - as suns . 
D .  Our Galaxy and the Milky Way 
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As a re sul.t of this Unit children should 
know the following words and definitions -
Atmo sphere - a blanket of air covering 
the earth 
Earthquake - sudden moveme nt of Earth ' s  
ernst due t o  unequal pressure 
Equato� - a great imaginary circle on 
the e arth• s surface ,  everywhere equallY 
distant from the two poles 
Galaxy - a large group of stars in the 
gravitational field 
Geyser - source of water � flowing near 
or into 1118.gll& , which 1 s very hot 
Hot spring - same as geyser except there 
isn' t enough pressure to force it above 
ground level 
Meridians - reference po�ts used to 
measure dista.I).ce , East and West !rom 
the Prime Meridian 
Orbit • the path of any heavenly body 
( satellite) around another body 
Parallels - reference points used to 
m�asure distanc e Borth and South of 
the equato� 
Prime _ Meridian - an imaginary line on the 
Earth' s surface with three fixed point s , 
the two poles and Greenwich (near London) , 
England 
Revolve � to move around in a ci�ular path 
Rotation, - the turning around of an obj ect 
on its axi s 
Solar s,-st em - a group o:f 9 known planets 
revolving around the sun 
Volcano - an opening in the earth ' s  crust 
from which molten or ho t rock , sueam , 
etc . pass 
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SlXlfR GRADE 
SOLAR SYSTEM 
I ,  History - use for motivation 
A, Theory of gods 
1, wandering stars 
' 2, named tor ancient gods 
:a, Pixed Earth �heory 
1 .  Btalli.eved that the earth was in the 
center of a crystal ball and the moon, 
sun, and stars are attached to the 
side. The earth stands still and the 
crystal ball vi th the moon,. sun, and 
stars · would revolve around it. 
c .  Copernician Theory � 
.. 1 • .  Copernicus - ancient Polish soienti�t . 
First person 'to use mathematics in -
science. Father of the scientific 
methoa. . 
2. Theor:r of the solar system - sun is 
the center with the earth and o ther 
planets revolving around �t.  
I I  . .. The Universe and the Solar System 
A.  What is t he Universe? Al11 matter and the 
space between . ..it-. 
1 .  Write PUNlVERSE" acro ss the top of 
the entire blackboard. Craw saucer 
s�ped figures leav�ng space between 
them . �hese are called gal�es .  
One of these galaxies is the Milky 
Way. Our solar system is one speck 
in the Milky Way. Stress the galaxy 
concept and that there are no limita­
tions to space . Children can make 
these drawings on paper using g1ue 
and glitter for s�ars . 
B. What is  the Solar System? A star and 
all the heavenly bodies within its 
gravitational field . 
1 ..  Aeti vi ty for our solar system. Make 
a model of our solar s.ystem to scale 
and correct distances apart . Model 
can be th�e dimensional or flat on 
the wall . Use various materials ,  
e . g� paper ,  paper mache , plasticene , 
or clay. 
c .  ImmensitY of the si ze of our solar 
system and the Universe 
1 .  (See I I  A )  Outside on the field , set a 
basket ball ( sun) in the c enter .  
Using 12" bal loons as planets ,  set 
them c�rre ct distanc� s  from the sun. 
( Seal e : 1�  • 1 million miles ) .  Ge� 
· a  chart and · try to set up as the � 
planet s are, posi ti oned the day you 
are d,oi� this. (Earth - ·  golf bal l 
or pi��pong ball) • .  
D ,  A Galaxy ..:. is a group «?f stars in a 
gravitational ! ield . 
E .  Li.ghtyear - is the dis�ance light 
travels in a tear . · 
1 .  Light travel s 186, 000 mile s per 
second; 
Experience : Multiply 186 ,000 by 60 seconds ; " the product by 60 minutes ; the product 
by 24 hours ; the product 365 days . 
F .  Stars a�d Const el lations · 
1 .  Find and locate the North Star , Venus , 
1 and · Sirius�· · 
*Note : Teach constel lations only if 
there is an inter.eBt . 
I II .  The Sun 
A .  The sun has an· atmosphere which ia the 
only part we see . 
1 .  T�s atmo sphere i s  at different 
temperat�es . The cool parts are 
sun spqt s·. 
2 .  Tllts at'InQsphere i s  made up mostly 
o� ·�ydrogen and helium . 
B .  Th� sun ' s  m�tter i s  going out into 
space in the form of' energy . 
1 .  Matter i s  energy. (Proven mathematic­
ally by" Albert Einst�in) 
2 .  Because the sun is giving off energy 
and/or matter , it will eventually 
use 1 tself' up'. � · 
C�  �ize - Diamet er 864_,000 mile s 
n .  Di stance from the earth 93 ,000 ,000 
miles . 
E ..  Et'feot o f  the sun on planets 
1 �  ·we get �nergy .from the sun. Light 
t s  a form of energy. 
2. Gravity pulls planets in. 
*Note : Centrifugal force pul� s 
planets out equally. 
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., IV. Planets 
A �  Know name s ,  spel ling and ordel." of 
(distance !rom the sun) of known 
planets . 
Mercury 
Venus 
Earth 
Mars 
JuPiter 
Saturn 
Uranus 
N'ptune 
Pluto 
B. �each common characteristics of the 
planets .  
· 
1 .  fixed orbi'b 
2 .  revolution (dounter clockwi se )  
�.; rota·t ion (.from west • to east )  
4 -;  �f'lee�ion o! lig,ht. 
e .  'Discuss �d d�elop an appreQiation 
!or: 
1 .  s1se 
2 .  number o f  moons 
3 .  distance from �n 
� 
V � The Earth - a p1an,t 
A. General information 
1 .  size and sb4pe 
2 .  distance from the sun (avg. 
93 ,000.000 miles) 
3. d�ation of' revolution 
4• duration of rotation 
5. J;Uitural s�tellite (moon) 
6• arti.!icia1 satel lites 
7 • .  atmospJlere 
a .  sustains life �s we know it 
b. �cts an an insulator 
B .  Inclination of" the Earth on its 
ax'i$ 
�. Foint of reference - sun ' s  
perpendicular ray. At this ray 
have 1� hours of dayli·ght . 
2 .  Effect on seasons 
p .  Effect on length. of daylight and 
darkness . 
c .  Comp.o sition of the Ear� 
1 .  Theory of the earth • s origin: 
mass of gasse s separated from the 
sun, ·c.ooled and solidified fo�ing 
� crust on the surface . As various 
gasses. eombi�sd and cooled either 
water or land was formed . 
2 .  Land is composed of mud. humus . clay 
sand . rocks . and minerals .  
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The Moon _ 
A �  Size : The �oon ' e  diameter i s  � ( one-fourth) 
diameter of the earth ( approximately) . 
B. Tides :  The rise and tall of the ocean ' s  
level ' eaused by the moon' s  gravity. 
··c;. 'fhe. moon keeps the same side facing 
tl;le e arth. ·' 
D• Phase s of the moon. 
the 
I 
\ 
\ 
" 
.J 
/ CD ...... _ 0 
N ew. moon 
G ... ' \ ' I / ..-3rd quarter 
Cre s c ent l s t  quart er 
I 
I 
.,. - ........ 
Ful l moon 
�erience l'  Use' ball paint ed half black 
an :p.a1f' _yellow • .  (Children are clustered 
in · the middl e .  Walk around them holding 
the ball and rotate i t .  Begin with new 
moen - no light reflected toward earth; 
rotates around the earth west to east 
(eounte�cloekwise ) ; crescent betwe en new 
and f�l moon is t o  the right o f  the 
ob server ; the �irst quarter i s  half of 
the moon (faei.w; us) lighted to ' the 
-right of the observer , the full moon 
is all of the moon ( facing us) lighted : 
the third Juarter i s  hal.f' of the moon ( facing· us lighted t o  the left of the 
observer . Repeat this d�onstration a 
number of time s .  As you rep eat , explain 
' the following terms : 
Warln& - phase s  from new moon to full 
moon 
Wanip.g - phas� s from full mo on to new 
· moon 
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s 
E .  Eclipse 
su 
.. · 1. SOlar 
Experience s Use fla shlight ( or slide ; 
projecto�} and two sphere s { one larger 
than the o ther) painted black and ,allow . 
· Source of light represents the sun; the 
small bal l represents the moon . Move 
' the moon betwe en the sun and the earth� 
�had ow 
u Earth 
2 .  Lunar 
Ef:erlenne : Use the same experience as in 
#� Move the earth between the sun and 
the moon slowly. 
Shadow� 
0 
P .  Surfac e conditions 
1. .  Why., i s  the moon hit with more 
meteors than the earth? No atmosphere 
to burn them up. 
2 .  Why can ' t  you talk to one another 
on the moon as you do on earth'? No 
atmosphere to carry sound . 
� .  Why are mountains j agged c 'No 
atmosphere. 
I 
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As . a resu�t o£ this Unit children should 
have a working knowledge o� the £ollowing 
word&; 
atmosphere � blanket of air surrounding the 
earth 
axis - an imaginary line about which the 
earth spins 
day � the length of time !or the earth to 
rotate once 
eclipse - to block out light 
galaxy - a group of stars in a gravitational 
field 
inclination - tilt of the e arth • s axis 
light year - the distance light travels in 
a year 
lunar - referring t o  the moon 
matter' - anything that has weight or i s . 
attracted by gravi� 
moon - heavenly body revolv�ng around a star 
orbit - path of one heavenly body 
planet - heavenly body revolving around a 
star 
revolution - the time it takes one heavenly 
body to travel around another 
rotation - spinning 
satellite - ( natural and artificial )  traveling 
companion to another body 
solar - referring to the sun 
solar system - a star and all the heavenly 
bodies within its gravitational field 
star - a heavenly body that gives off its 
own light 
sun - an average star 
universe - all matter and the space beVween 
it 
year - the length of time for the earth to 
revolve once 
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APPENDIX D 
A Revised Course of Study Prepared 
by the Science Comm1utee for the Students 
of Grade Six - Solar System� 1962. 
SIX'rH GRADE 
W e  read a great deal , lately , about trave l i n  apace , 
about men tr.ying to get to the moon, and about the p lana 
of some scientists to send a man to another planet in the 
future � Have you ever wondered how helpful i t  would be if 
we knew about the moon and the planets ! The more we know 
about the planets and other heavenly bodi e s , the better we 
can underst and our own planet , Earth ; and the better we 
can understand and appreciate the prob lems of travel into 
spaee � 
Our Earth i s  a part of the Solar System ? which i s  a 
member of a galaxy cal led the Milky Way which is located in 
or p art of the universe. C onfuse d? You should be � because 
" 
we have used several t erms which you may not be famil ia� 
with at this time � so , let � s  s tart again and thi s time 
we ' ll find out what these new words me an as we go alongl 
'fhe Universe : The word "universe " came to us from Latin, 
-
the language of the anci ent Romans � It i s  made up of two 
smaller words � " uni " , and "vertere " and means " to combine 
into one " � We u se thi s word to mean everything that exist s 
and the space between these things , al l .combined into a 
s ingle thing called the Universe. All the stars , all the 
p�anets, all space ,  everythin� is included when we talk 
about the universe • .As a matter of fact , there are so many 
stars , and the _�ist ance between them is so great , that we 
cannot even imagine the s i ze o£ the universe . We say ,  then 
that �here is no limitation to the size of the universe � 
Later in thi s chapter 'We will '.talk about. " light years" and 
then we ' ll get a better idea o f  what we mean when we say 
the universe is limitless . 
A. Gal!!Y a A galaxy ia a large group or "cluster• of stars ' 
which form a pa�tern. There are million s  of stars in a 
galaxy , e ach one close enough to one another so that they 
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form a gravitationa� field , that i s ,  the stars stay in and 
maintain the pattern of the Galaxy . Remember that there 
are millions of stars in a galaxy and then consider the 
fact that there are billions of  galaxies .  
The So�ar System: We have just finished learning about 
galaxies . One o! the galaxies is  c alled the Milky Way . 
One of the stars that make up the Milky Way is the Sun. 
You can see now , we ' re getting closer to home ! Traveling 
around the sun are several planets -and some smaller bodies 
known as comets ,  meteors, asteroids , and moons . All these 
make up the Solar Syste�.  If  we  were looking for a good 
definition of Solar System, we could say that it is  the 
sun- and all the heavenly bodies that revolve around it . 
Our earth i s  one of the 'planets in the Solar System. 
Let ' s  go oack now to that confus�ng sentence ·  we met a 
page ago and try it again. The sentence was , "Our Earth is 
a part of the Solar System , which is  a member of a galaxy 
called the Uilky Way which i s  located in or part of the 
un1 verse "-• Any clearer now? Let • s �ee. 
Use the word list below and fill in the blanks in each 
of the following sentence s :  
1 ..  The Earth is  a ------- · 
2 .  A large group or cluster of stars is called a ---------· 
3 .  The sun is a • 
4. The is all matter and the space between it .. 
5. The is the sun and all the heavenly bodies 
which revolve around it.  Some o� these bodie s  are : 
------- ' ---------' and ----------- · 
· 6. The size of the Unive�se is -------------- · 
UNIVERSE 
COMETS 
GALAXY 
PLANET 
' Are you ready to go on? 
METEORS 
LJ;MITESS 
ASTEROIDS STAR 
SOLAR SYSTEM 
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Living in the twentieth centur.y has many advantages .  
Ancient man had not accumulat ed the vast storehouse o� 
knowledge we have available today . Much of what he knew 
was largely gue sswork �d accepting what appeared to be 
true . It i s  no wonder , then 9 that men had some incorrect 
notions about the Solar System . 
Before the time of Christ , man knew about some of the 
planets but could not explain what they were or why they 
were in the he avens . The earli e st theory about the planets 
was that they were wandering stars . Another theory said 
that they were gods with supernatural powers . As men began 
to learn more and investigate more closely � they drew the 
conclusion th?t the Earth was the center of the universe . 
It stood still , while all other heavenly bodies revolved 
around it, We can see why this theory appeared to be true ,.  
We ca.DllOt .teel the earth moving J w e  say that the sun " 
in the morning and • sets" in the evening , even though we 
�· that it i s  the earth that i s  moving. 
A scienti st by the name of Copernicus was the first to. 
conclude that the sun was the center of the Solar System 
and the Earth and the othe r  planet s  revolved around it . It 
seems hard to understand why now , but people at first 
thought Copernicus was crazy for saying anything as ridic- ­
ulous as the earth moved around the sun� But , remember -­
most people that thought the idea of the earth being round 
were foolish and ten or twenty years ago , we did not be­
lieve that man could travel into space . 
The Planet s  
Revolving around the sun are ten p lanets that w e  know 
. . 
of . How many c an you name? In the order of their dis-
tance from the sun they are : Hercur.y, Venus , Earth , Bars , 
Jupiter , Saturn� Uranus . Neptune , and Pluto . Be£ore study­
ing about any one of the p l�et s , let ' s  consider planets in 
general . From our discussion, we should have figured out 
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that a planet i s  a heavenly body that revo lve s  around a 
star_, and the planets which we ' re talking about 
·
here re­
volve around the star we know as the sun,. 
�here are certain statements we can make which are true 
of all planets .  These statements will be just as true of 
. 
Mercury, the c losest p lanet to the sun as they are of 
Pluto , the farUhest planet from the sun and they are also 
-true of the earth. These are important , · so learn tb.em 
well : 
1 ,  Eve.ry planet � !!. fixed orbit .  By this we mean that 
the planets do �ot jus� ttavel around the sun but each has 
' t a de.f'inite path which i t  f.Qllow:s . This path i s  cal led an 
orbit . Each. time a planet revolves ,  it follows exact ly the 
same pa�h or· ·orbl.t . · ile can see , then, that it is po ssible 
to pre di ct exactly whe�e any planet will be next\ week , next 
year� or a hundred years from now. Just as surely as spri 
follows winter., a planet alviays travel s  in its own ovbit . 
2 .  !!! � planet s  revolve !g � counter-clo ckwis e  directi 
There are really tw� import�rit points to remember here . 
The first , ·and this has been mentioned several times from 
the beginning , all the planets do revo lve ,  that .i.s , they 
travel arourid the sun in a path that roughly resembles a 
circle . Actually there are times when the planet is closer 
to the sun than it is at o ther time s .  The po int in a 
planets .orbit when it i s clos e st to the sun and the po int 
when it i s  the farthe st away have a name . · See if you can 
find these names in an encyclopedi a ,  almanac , or librar.y 
book . �he second thing to remember is that all the planets 
�ravel in the same dire ction - counter-clockwi se . Explain 
what is meant by "clockwise and counter-clockwise " .  
3 . A!! � 121anets rotate :from west 12, east . As eaoh 
planet moves around the sun, it also �otates or spins . You 
· have all seen a globe whieh turns because axes are attached I 
· at the north and south poles .  Let us consider this for a 
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moment . We know that the earth is bigge st around or "fat­
test a at the equator . can we conclude that the e quator 
trave ls fa ster than the Tropic of Cancer �r the Tropic of 
Capricorn? It doe s .  Since thi s is true � the further north 
or south we go ; the slower the earth travel s until we reach 
an imaginary po int at the po l e s  that do e s  not move at al l .  
Each ot these two points i s  called an �xis . We say ,  then, 
that the eavth, and &s a matter of fact all theJ planets 
rotate on their axes .  I t  i s  relative�y easy to see that the 
Earth turns trom· weBt t o  east since the sun appears to rise 
in the East and s ets in the West . People in London , 
which i s  further east than the United Stat e s ,  s ee the sun 
beofre we do . 
4 •  All planet s rei'lect !!!! light 2f. � §.!!!!• We know that 
the sun is made of bu�ing gasse s  and therefore gives off 
lignt1 We al so know that the moon seems to shine on a 
clear night but that the light the moon give s off i s  not · 
its nwn. It reflects the light of the sun. Plane t s , too .  
reflect sunlight . We cannot see ·the earth refl ecting the 
light of the sun, but if we wpre on the moon , the e,arth 
would appear very much like a l arge mo pn. When we say that 
something refl ects light , we mean that �ight shine s on it 
aqd the light bounces o ff in such a manner that the obj ect 
itself seems to be giving off the light . Hav� you ever 
seen a mir�r p�gk up the sunli ght and ref�ect it so it 
s41ne s in someones eyes ?  I thought so l Thi s · i s  reflecti on , 
o:t light . 
bet ! s  summarize . We can make four general statemenus 
which apply to all · the planets . Every planet : 
1 .  has a fixed orbit 
2 .  revolves in a count�r-clockwise dire ction 
3 .  rotates from west to east 
4� refl�s the light of the sun . 
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A study of the individual planets can be very interest­
ing and perhaps as a. class report your teacher will ask you 
to find information on one of the planets.  Where would be 
'the best place to look for such information? 
Let ' s take a look at same of the important facts about 
each or the planets : 
Mercury: Si ze - 3 , 000 miles in diameter 
Distance from _sun - 369000 ,000 mile s 
Number of moons - none 
Venus : 
Earth l 
�ime of rotation - 88 days 
�ime of reTolution - 88· days 
S:tze - �-� 700 mile s  in diameter 
Distance from sun - 6? , 000 , 000 mile s 
l'lum.ber of ·moons - none 
Time of rotation - uncertain 
�ime of revolution - 225 days 
Size - ? .91� miles in diameter 
Di stance from sun - 93 ,000 ,000 miles 
Dumber 0f moons - 1 
Time of rotation - 24 hours 
�ime of revolution - 365 days 
Size - 4,200 miles in diameter 
' Distance from sun - 141 , 000 , 000 miles 
Number of moons - 2 ·· 
Time of rotation - 24� hours 
�ime or revolution - 68? days 
Jupiter: • Size - 88 , 000 miles 
Distance from ·sun - 489 .000 ,000 miles 
Number of moons - 12 · 
��e of rotation - 10 hours 
Time of revol,utio,n - 12 ye·ars 
Saturn : Size - 72,000 miles 
Di:stance .. fx-am sun - 8861000,000 miles 
Number o£ moons - 9 
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l l.;;.:�:.:;;,;:o. 
!ime o£ rotation - 1� hours 
Time of revolution - 2� years 
: Si ze � 31 �000 .miles �� diameter 
Distance from the sun - 1 , 782 , 000 ,000 miles 
Number of moons - 5 
Time of rotat ion - ·11 hours 
Time of revolution - 84 years 
,....,.,n-r. .. ·�T>- s Size · - 33 , 000 miles in diameter 
Distance from the sun - 2,800,000,000 mile s 
Number of moons - 2 
�ime o! rotation - 16 hours 
�ime o f  revolution - 165 �ears 
���-= Size - , ,000 ( ? )  miles in diameter 
Dis�ance !rom the sun - 4,ooo ,ooo ,ooo miles 
Number of moons - probably none 
Time of rotation - uncertain 
Time of revolution - 248 years 
There are some rather �teresting facts about some of 
planets �  FQr instance , as indicated above , Mercury 
tea and revolves in the same length of time . Thi s 
·��·�u� that the �ame side of the planet has - always faced the 
Since this p lane t has no atmosphere the side facing 
sun reache s a temperature of over 700 degree s Fahrenheit 
le the side away :from the sun i s  more than 400 degrees 
zero . 
The diameter of Jupiter is about 1 ,318 times as large 
the earth . It is so large that if it were hollow all 
other planets would easi ly fit Lnside . 
A beautiful ring appears to surround Saturn . Actuall� 
enti sts have found that there are two rings , one inside 
other. These rings are �ind particles revolving around 
planet.  .An interest ing report would be to find what 
ientists believe caused the se rings. 
�here i s  quit e  a bit of uncertainly about Pluto . �his 
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i s  because it i s  so t,a:r away. It was not even discovered 
until 1930, and w�s originally called Planet X .  Its orbit 
is so large that it has not even "eompl.eted one revolution 
si.D.ce the United States became a nation, 
What other interesting �acts about the planets have 
you discovered? 
The Sun 
The Sun is the center and most important body in our 
Solar System. It is a huge ball of burning gasses 864,000 
miles in diameter . An atmo sphere , made up mos'tly of 
hydrogen and helium surrounds the sun. As a matter of 
fact , it i s  the sun • s  atmosphere that we see , rather than 
the sun i tsel:t.  The sun is  the source of  energy for the 
earth and the other planets . Since the sun gives of! 
energy it will eventually burn itself out . The gravity of 
the sun keeps the planets from hurdling into outer space . 
The rotation, or spinning motion of the planets , keeps them 
from being drawn 1n by the sun • s gravity. The sun i s  so 
large that about one million of our earths could fit inside 
of it . As you already know, the sun is 93 ,000,.000 miles 
away . This m4JY sound like a very great distance , but the 
next closest star to the earth is  ove r  24 trillion miles 
away. 
Moons , Comet s ,  Asteroids , and Meteors 
In our original definition of the Solar System, we 
learned that it includes not only the Sun and the Planets , 
but also other bodies that revolve around either the sun or 
one of the planets .  The most important of these bodies are 
the moons . 
There are 31 known moons in the Solar System. A moon 
is a heavenly body tha-t revolves around a planet and shines 
by the reflected light of the sun. or course , the moon we 
are most interested in , is  the Earth ' s  moon. Our moon is 
about 2 , 160 miles in diameter and i s  approximately 240 ,000 
miles from the earth, and it  takes the moon about 28 days. 
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to complete one revolution around the earth , Since the 
same side of the moon always faces the earth � what does  
this mean? 
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APPENDIX E 
A Proposal For Change In the 
Seienoe l>rogram In the Junior and Senior 
High Schools a t  Hilton. 
This program includes an operational 
sequence for t eaching science in the above 
mentioned grade levels .  
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The lethargy exhibited by high school student s . 
for science 
i s  a result or the evolution of the 
\k 
j CONOEP.r OF A " JUNIOR" HIGH J "" 
------ � This has re sulted in 1...________ 
� two general sym})toms I. . � 
1 .  The GENERAL SCIENCE CURRICULUM 2 .  The lack of status and pre stige 
a .  The curriculum ignore s a teachers 
�ubject preference and background . 
b . It i gnores omi s sions and inade quaci e s  
i n  hi s training . 
c . It prevent s genuine year to ye ar 
continuity and depth . 
d .  No provi s,ion tor experimentation 
for new and better ways or challeng­
ing and stimulating both student and 
t eacher. 
e .  It otters little po ssibility for 
on-the-job t raining of new teachers . 
f .  I t  cannot take advantage of the 
potent ial of team-teaching between 
junior-senior levels . 
g . I t  systematically spends· 3 ye ars 
di scouraging students and training 
them to dislike science . 
l .  Clo se t o  1� l o se interest and 
. enthusiam for s cience . 
2 .  Ma-j ority of students avoid 
chemistry and physic s 
5 .  Those taking them experience 
difficultie s far beyond that 
which the c ontent warrant s . 
existing among junior high teachers 
a .  A teac her �ual ified to teach 
General Be enc e  must have majors 
in • 
' 
1 .  Earth Scienc e  
2. :Bio logy 
3 .  Chemi stry 
4. Physi c s  
.Such people are not out looking 
for j ob s  teaching General Sc ience . 
b .  The frust rating demands of the 
curriculum drive out the new 
potentially good teachers . 
o • .  Te achers less we ll qualified 
must . fill the j obs . 
d .  Absence of pre stige , adequate 
t raining , and love for teaching 
science·, cannot prod'U'e scienc e 
minded stud�nts in the numbers 
demanded !�om - our schools in , 
thi s age , 
• This is not referring to a 
t eacher "c ertified" to t e ach 
General Sc ienc e , 
� - - - � -� -
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A BASIS FOR A SCIENCE CURRICULUM 
PUBPOSE : This outline i s  presented as the basis forllt'epar­
ing an introductory science curriculum which i a  
intended primarily t o  stimulate intelligent and 
critical thinking in the minds of the youngsters • 
Objectives : �he following four po ints are based on the 
a ssumption that to underst and science , ones 
mind must be gradually deve loped to the point 
where he can go from the pra ctical to the ab• 
str�t or theoretical and back to reality 
This , being characteri st ic of young minds , 
be much eas ier to develop in student s than it 
would in adult s .  
' 
The obj ectives of such a curri culum would b e  to 
1. Teach the basic principles of science from 
the start . 
2.  Develop an attitude in the student where he 
I 
promptly starts his thinking on a problem 
with a clin�cal diagnosis by probing hi s  
mind in search of a basic truth . To omit 
this is to omit scientific thought . 
3 .  Empl oy the use of problem solving early and 
persistently. Thi s i s  essential in develop­
ing understanding . and it wil l  accustom the 
student to �he indispensibility of mathemat- . 
ics to understanding sci ence . 
4 .  Persistently incorporate into the curriculum, 
laboratory and demonstPa tion probl ems which 
necessitate relating the problem to a basic 
law or theory . 
Basic Principle� : Li s�ed below �e six basic laws . , t�orie s ,  
or principle s  which encompasse s much of our 
�cience t eaching . 
1 ,  Atom�c Theory o! K�t�er 
2 ,  Kin�tic Molecular Theory of Matter 
3 , Electromotive force and magnetism 
4 �  Gravity 
5 ,  Electromagnetism 
6. Nucle ar Forces and Radi oactivity 
Conclusion : When a basic principle o! scienc e i s  omit ted or 
i s  not understood by the student , his educat ion on 
the topic i s  arrested at that point . Any fU�ther 
pursuit of the problem beyond thi s  point in his 
development can only be superficial and can be co�� 
c erned only �ith the obvi ous .  From that point on 
since the yQungster • s  mind cannot be stimulated he 
only continue s his st�dy as a spec tator. He will 
continue to make courageous attempt s and mast.er im-
pressive amount s  o :t  :tacts , but he can no longer pur-- : 
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sue this topic seientitieally. Theycontinue to dis­
play fascination over speetular demonstrati ons and new I 
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observations • 
. -
but once 
will the ir interest . . 
On the tollowing page 
the experiment ends so 
are listed a group ot 
.familiar topic s generally taught and the 
basic principles to which they are related . 
. 
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Atomic Theory 
1 .  element s 
2 .  mo lecul e s , 
valenc e 
bonding 
; .  chemical re­
act ions and 
compounds 
4 .  Periodic 
1 Table .5 .  state s o f  
matter 
a. solids 
b. liquids 
c .  gas e s  
1 6 .. solutions 
and 
ioni zation 
? .  aeids-base s-
BASIC PRINCIPLES OF SCIENCE AND SOME 
RELA�ED TOPICS • 
Kinetic 
Molecular 
theorz 
1 .  Heat + 
work 
energy 
2 .  barometers 
and therm.­
ometers 
Gr�vity Electromotive Rad��t energy 
Forc e s  Electr�magnetic 
l .  weatherl . doorbells 1 .  light 
+ olimate2 . · t e lephone 2 .  infra ped 
2 .  Work of; .  radio ; .  radi o - TV 
machine s 4 .  motors 4. radar 
; .  friction 
; .  water- .5 .  generators .5 .  l ens 
power- 6 .  e lectr1c ity6 . the eye 
4 .  satellite s ?.  color + 
4. weather + 
cl imat e 
.5 .  expansion 
contraction 
6. function of 
the ear 
s. 
9 . 
lo , 
spectrum 
Nuc lear f orce s  
+Radioaetivi1Jl 
1 .  Energy of 
sun and 
stars 
2 .• nucl ear 
energy 
; .  gamma and 
hi energy 
radiation 
4. atomic bomb 
.5 .  hydro.gen 
bomb 
1 salt s 8 .  dige stion 
e .  electric ity 
? .  diffusion -
o smos i s  
dens ity 
hydraulic s 
principl e s  of 
air flight *Note &  This obviously i s  a cursory list made 
only for illustration , but · many . 
familiar topi c s  have been incl uded. 
a.  conductors 
b .  non-conduc tors 
10 . heat energy in body 
l l . heat energy in 
machine s 
12 . work energy 
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OPERATION SEQUENCE 
Hi lton Central School Di strict 
Science Department 
8th 9th lOth 
Introducti on to�ntrod . to 
Chemi stry Physi c s  
1-- 20 wks .  ( tall sems . )  End tor 
/ ( fall s em . )-?Al � most in 
11th 
� �(Spr . Sem , ) 
A2 Introd . to � Biology -� End 
12th 
I
f � / B����- Group A1 
(&) Physic s Non-R 
II 
non-colle ge 40 wk s .  . 40 wks . 
� . pPysieal ---4' End 
� � Sc ience 
/ 
. Biology � / Re gent s __ __,.,>End 
Earth Sci . 
(B) 
c ollege 
abi lity 
/
Bl 
Non-phys ics 
Non-chemi stry 
/ _____--:End for some 
Intrbd. to � Chemi stry-�)Biology � BSCS Biology 
Physic s Regent s 1 
40 wk e .  
' 
Intrc>d . �o ----=>B2 Chemistry �Introd . t of /7 Physios Advanced 
Pb.Ysic s ;/ regent s science �8emi stry ( re gent s )  
wks . 
( spr . sem) 
40 wks . � el eotive s a  
Bi ology fa •  BSCS Bio � 
regent s  b .  CHEM. 
c .  PSSC 
_-: -
, .  
r � 
7th 8th 
Introd. to 
Chemistry 
1' 
drop-outs 
(c ) 
Earth ) Chemistr,y 
Science ( regent s ) 
20 wka . 
2 hr .  wkly 
lab. 
( 2 : 30-4 : 30) 
Experimental Science Program 
Hilton Central School 
Science Department 
9th 
) Continu�1 
Group B 
above 
Chemistry 1 
repeaters 
con.t • Group � 
above 
lOth llth 12th 
End tor some 
Advanced set . 
electives • 
, A Introd , to � Organic / BSCS Bio- ----'l!o.> OHEM. Chemistry 
logy ( new) 
BIO-cHEM group 
/ Physics _c group 
tl:ntrod . to -�) l?hysics --____, Psso 7 Re search 
)- Physics regents Physics problem ) ( spr . a em. ) Physics 
�Biology reg.  Earth Science 
PHYSICAL-OREM group 
OHEM ( new) ----7) Introd . to 0 . c . Physic s ---) Re search 
()) 
0 
APPENDIX F 
�eacher�made �e ats 
This is the resul t of a cooperative 
effort on the part of the �eachers of 
grades five and six in trying to develop 
a teacher-made t·e st t hat is geared to 
meet the needs of the present scienc e  
program. 
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FIFTH GRADE 
June 1962 Name : 
Final Examination Science Grade 5 Teacher ------
READ AND FOLLOW ALL INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY 
I .  Write True in the spaQe before e ach sentence if the 
�tatement i s  true ; wri te False if it i s  fal se . 
( 1  point e ach) 
1 .  .Mushrooms grow from seeds • 
2 .  Dry cells have a +  and - terminal . 
3'• Amoeba is a one-ce l led plant . 
4:. Sun spo t s  have no direct effect on the 
weather. 
-------- 5 .  Arterie s c arry blood to the heart . 
-------- 6 .  A compass do es not point true north. 
? . The stem is the anchor of the plant . 
------� 8. Water i s  a good condu ctor of e lectricity .  
-------- 9 .  There are thre e different type s o f  levers . 
------- 10 . Steel and coal are natural resources . 
-------- 11. Contour plowing and strip farming prevent 
soi l  erosion . 
12 .  The door knob i s  a whee l and axle . 
---- 13 . Wild life is never affected by polluted 
water . 
---- 14 . The human body gives off oxygen. 
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------- 15 . Unlike charge s attract , like charge s repe l . \ 
I 
I 16 . A barometer me asures the amount of 
1 1  
I 
--------
moi sture in the air. 
--=-----':;r- - =-----=-- --- -- - - =- --- - -� =---- -- - - - - =------'= 
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II . Choose the words in Column II which match the words in 
Column I and write the correcu letter in the space 
provided J 
Column I Column II 
_____ 1 .  The condition of the atmo sphere a. e clipse 
in a specif ic area over a long 
period of time 
. 
----- 2 .  a .kind of cloud 
'·  l.iver 
----- 4. zero degrees longitude 
__ 5 .  blotting out of light 
. 
_____ G. small, ne gative charges of 
el.eotric ity 
___ 7. saving and wise use of 
natural resources 
-
b .  conservation 
e. climate 
d. el ectrons 
e .  organ 
r�  ciz-rus 
g .  Prime· 
Meridian 
III . Choose the word which makes the sentence correct and 
write it on the line before the statement ; 
(1 point each) 
�---:--"'7":"_.-=-- -,_,..�r- 1 .  The earth makes a complet e  
turn in ( 12 -hours t 24 hours ,  a little le ss than a 
month) . · 
--�--�--�-��----�� 2 .  Nature ' s  green factory where 
a .plant manufactures its own food is the ( root ,  stem , 
leaf) . . 
3 .. When water f�ee zes it ( con­�1;-r_a_c"':"t_s_,_e_xp __ ands�-,-n-o-er-h-ange take s place ) .  
., 4� We say t�e earth (revolves, 
ro--o:-t-a�t-e-s-,-g-r-a--:-v1� tat":"'--es�)-aro__,. und the sun. 
5. The age of a tree can be 
told by, counting Its (!eave s ,  annual rings , root 
system) . 
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----��------�--�- 6. The machine used in pr.ying 
something open is the (pulley, wheel and axle , lever) • 
.,.__..:-::---.�-�-__,.. ? • The lungs are protected by the 
( skUll , ribs , stomach) . 
IV. Complete the following statements by adding the proper 
words or word : (2 points each) 
1 .  Another name for molten rock is ------------- · 
2 .  If one light in a circuit goe s out and all others 
remain lighted , this i s  an example of a 
circuit . 
. 
3 .  A blanket of air covering the earth i s  the ------'� 
.. 
4. The part of the plant on which pollen is found is  
called the • 
5 • .  ZeX'Q .··degrees latitude is the ------- · 
6 • .  An insect that is a carrier of disease is a --------� . .. 
? .. The two major gases of the atmosphere are ----------� 
anQ. • ------- , 
8 .  The body can make use of food only after it has been 
--------·· 
9 .  A ball will always fall to the earth because of the 
law of • 
10. Our normal body· temperature is ------ · 
11 .• Meat and fish are examples of  ------ foods . 
� 
12 � The supporU of a lever i s  cal led . the ---------- · 
� 
1; . An instrumen� used to make obj eets _ look larger is  
a ---------------- · 
14,. �0 is 'the sl'mbol for ----- · 
15. 'fhe wearing a:wa:y of land by wineL and water i s  
called • 
- - - - -- -
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V.. Choose !rom the lis� of words below the word or words 
to answer the �ollowing que stions . ( l  point &ach) 
1. 
2 .  
�-
4. 
s .  
·G.. 
Sllll ?·. sc� 
digestion s .  hmnidi ty 
moon �. �ertilizers 
cell _10·. pulley 
.sl.uminum .foil 1 1 .  expand 
sali�� 12 . mountains 
nucleus 
short c ircuit 
rubber 
fuse 
re spirar;ion 
contract 
chlorophyll 
�� � good material, for insulation in electric ity is 
----.h�-- · 
�· Two bare wires tQuQhing each other cause a --------
-------· 
;·: When watsr .freezes it -.. �. ----� 
�; A di ges�ive juice found in the mouth i s  
----�----
· 
�- r The ----------- is the center of the solar aystem � 
6 .  '!he amount o.f mQisture in the air is known as 
" I  
-------· 
?. �he process of breathing is called --------------- · ., ,  
8. The changing and shifting o.f the earth ' s surface 
makes • 
9 .  A safety device use� in an e lectric circuit is a 
------ · 
10. A small living unit of which all l iving things are 
made i s  a • 
11'! An example o� a circular inc lined plane is a ---- · 
12' '--------------- gives plants their green color ; 
�3 � A simple machine used to rai se and l ower a �lag i s  
, a • 
14::, Every l iving cell has a -------- · 
: 15 . Man has learned to en�ich the soil by us ing 
-------------------- � 
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VI . Thought questions . 
There are seven �uestions below. 
five of them. { 5  points each ) -
You may answer only 
1 .  Li. st three ways in which living things dif.fer !'rom 
non-living. 
1 .  
3 . 
2 ·. Name five things necessary for plant growth . 
1 .  
2 .  
'� 
4 .  
3· The following organs are par� of the Digestive 
Sys·tem . Put them in the c orrect order. 
1. mouth � � 2. large Lntestines 3 . stomach 4. esophagus ) 
5 .  small intestines ( ) 
4. A .  List three ways by which 
have been misused . 
1 .  
2. 
' ·  
our natural resource s . 
B.. List two ways we have learned to conserve our 
na-tural· re sources .  
1.  
2.  
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5 .  List 5 ways in .which seeds are di spersed . 
1 ,  
,. 2 , 
3 . 
6.  Here are five simple machines .  give an example ot 
. . .  each. 
1.!"- lever -
2 .•. pulley -
3 �  whee l  and axle -
�·� inclined plane -
5. wedge -
.? •. A .  Name two harmful innects and tell how each is 
t.armtul . 
. B. Helpful insects - �e two such insects and tell 
�ow each is helpful . 
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READ AND FOLLOW DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY 
I .  Write the word TRUE if the statement i s  true . 
Write the word FALSE if the statement is false . 
(15 point s )  
--------- 1 .  Plants that are green cannot make their 
own food. 
2.  The e arth spins from west to e a st on its 
axis • .  
3 ·  The smal le st part in a magnet that still 
has a N and 6 pole is called a molecule . 
4. Earthworms are very valuable t o  have in -----
the so il • .  
5· Rubber , glass, popcorn ,  wood , paper and --------- plastic are good conductors o f  e lectricity. 
--------- 6 .  �he planet Venus is the clo se st to the Sun . 
--------- ?· �imbus or nimbo means rain cloud . 
8. We ather means the average weather over a 
gl ven period of time . .. 
-------- 9 .  It take s the e arth about 365 doys to make 
�:"le rotation. 
10. Electrical circuits in homes and factorie s ----�--- are connected in series . 
_____ 1.1 . Humidity refers to the amount of mo isture 
in the air. , 
_________ 12 . All animals have some method of reproduc­
tion . , 
_________ 1 3 . >From our di scussions we discovered that 
the sun has little effect upon the earth. 
_________ 14. The contro l center of a cel l i s  the 
nucleus . 
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15.  A magnet which has force only when an 
e lectric current is passing through it 
is called a permanent magnet. 
I I . Fill the blanks in the sentences with words from the 
following list . As soon a s  you have used a word, cross 
it out. ( 30 points ) 
STRATUS 
CELL 
COMPLETE 
CUMULUS 
1314 
REFLECTED 
PHASES 
14.?  
CONDUCTOR 
SUPPORT 
MARS 
FUSE 
�� 
PLUTO 
EXPANDS 
FOG 
OIRRti''S 
BROKEN 
12 . ?  
MICROSCOPIC ' 
TISSUE 
PRESSURE 
!rROPOSPHERE 
BATTERY 
l .  If you connect two or more electric cells together 
you have a • 
2 .  The planbt farthest from ·the sun is  called 
3 .  Something too small to be seen with the naked eye i s �� 
cal led • 
4. The smallest living portion of anything i s  call ed a 
• 
5 .  Every 2� d�s the moon passes through a serie s of 
���----�-- ' from the usually invisible new moon 
to the quarter moon , to full moon , to quarter moon , 
to new moon again. 
I 
. ' 
6. At sea level a vertical column of air exert s 8
dt'!g>;eej pre ssure of pounds per square inch. ?. The earth ' s tilt ( inclination) is about I 
a .  A cloud that i s  cl ose t o  the g round and cause s poor I I visibility is called • 
99 The planets shine by ------------ light . 
10 . A safety devic e  in electrical circuits is called a 
-------- · I 
:1 11 . A low, flat cloud covering a large area would be 
1 called • 
I I 
12. A powder-puff type of cloud would be called 
L 
13 . 
- �--- - -
A high , feather type of cloud would be called 
I 
I 
14 . When a current of electricity makes a complete trip 
( from its sourc e , through an appliance , and back to 
i t s  source ) we say we have a c ircuit . · 
15�  The human ske leton i s  used for • -------ri iii . Cro s s  out the wron� wo rd or group of words in 
1/ pareptheses < ?  points) 
I 1 .  Zoology i s  the s tudy of ( plant ) ( animal) life . 2 .  Man i s  ( a  vertebrate ) ( an invert ebrat e ) . ,· 
·i 
I · 
il 
3 . Our atmosphere i s  divided int o  four layers . The 
layer that we are living in i s  called the ( exospher e )  
( troposphere ) ( stratosphere ) ( iono sphere ) .  
4 .  Unlike poles o.f a magnet ( repe l )  
( positive) each o ther. 
( short ) ( at tract ) I · t  
It 
5. A magnet whichl·,keeps it s force constantly is ( an 
atomic) ( a  permanent ) ( an e lectro ) magne t . 
6 .  A parasite lives (with) ( on) a ho st or another 
by ( arteri e s )  (veins) . I 
living thing. 
7 .  Blood i s  returned to the heart 
IV . In each of the following items , select the best answer 
and write the letter in the space to the left of the 
number . 
1 .  A magnet will not pick up a ( a) needle 
(b) paper clip ( c )  copper penny ( d) pocket 
knife . 
2 .  Which of the following numbers repre sents the 
number of miles light travels per second? 
(a)  186, 000,000 (b) 1 , 100 (e) 186,000 (d) 250. 
I 
' 
I · 
I 
I 
,i _.:.._ � - Rocket motors currently being used the u . s .  in j 
; 1 launching satellites use which of the following · t 
' / .fuels? (a) solid ( b )  atomic (e)  turbo-prop ,. ( d) liquid. 
1 1  4. 'lhe man who made the first succe ssful electric � � 
I 
----
light bulb was ( a )  Volta ( b )  Edi son ( c )  Fara-
,1 day ( d) Galvain. 
· I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
� l , 
I! 
� �· 5 .  The living sub stance of a c e ll i s  called 11 1 - ( a) protoplasm ( b )  calyx ( c ) food vacuole s ... 
�----i--- =-- _(d.)__ _g;r_topla�m; _ ___ -= - --=- � ___ - -=  ___ _  � ---==::::U 
! ! 
I 
6 �  The first man to make a successful s�ace flight 
in a rocket was ( a) Allen Shepard {b)  David 
Brinkley ( c )  Yogi Bear (d)  Udell ( e )  Yuri 
Gagarin . 
__:_ 7 .  A device to step up or step down the vo!tage o f  
AC current is a ( aJ dynamo (b)  transformer 
(o) generator ( d) c entrifuge . 
B .  An instrument which measures the pressure o! 
air i s  called a ( a )  barometer (b)  thermometer 
( c )  nephoscope (�) altimeter. 
9 .  An example of a single c elled animal is ( a) an 
amoeba (�) a. mold (c) a ·lichen (d)  
bacteria . 
____ 10 . Botany is the science which deals with the 
study of ( a )  birds (b) plants ( c) be avers 
(d) stars . 
1 1 .  The most abundant gas by volume in our -
atmosphere is ( a) oxygen (b ) hydrogen 
( c) nitrogen (d) helium. 
_12 . Electricity which i s  formed by rubbing objects 
to�ether is called ( a) current electric it1 
(b J static electricity ( c ) magnetism (d) 
direct current . 
____ 1; . All of t� world ' s weather occurs in the ( a )  
troposphere (b) exosphere (c ) stratosphere 
(d) ionosphere. 
____ 14. The female organ o f  a plant which rec eives the 
pollen i s  called the ( a) petal · (b) pistil 
( c )  stamen (d) spore . 
-15 . 
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, IV . 
After a c ellestral mass of either stone or metal 
has gone through the atmosphere and hit the 
surface of the earth , the mass is called ( a )  a 
planet (b)  a meter (c)  meteor (d) an asteroid 
( e) a meteorite . 
ateh column B With Column A and wri te the letter of the 
orreet answer in the space at the left of each item in 
olumn A .  
- -- - - - =--- ---=-=:...===---=--- ·---�--=--- - - -
� � 
Colmun A Column B 
1 .  Patterns in the sky formed a. galaxy 
by a g:roup ot stars 
b .  invertebrate 
2. Mea sure d! electrical 
energy c •. rain gauge 
3 . An instrument which re cords d .  vertebrate 
tlie amount of water vapor 
in the air ' volt e .  
' 
4. An sfl:tmal that has no - r .  eonste'l l'ations 
backbone 
• g .  bygrograph pr 
5. A �arge group of millions hygrometer 
o� stars .. 
h. watt 
6.  An animal with a backbone 
?. A unit J:Jf electrical ' 
pressure 
VI . Answer any five ( 5) of the following questions 
Follow ' the directions given with each que stion you 
select to answer . { 25 points) 
l .  
2 .  
4. 
' ' 
1 .  There are four (4) main differences between plant 
cells and animal c ells� list them below • 
Plant Cells Animal Cells 
1 .  
4 .. 
2 ,  List the known planets . in 9rder, starting with the 
one nearest the sun . 
: �  
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5. In the box below • diagram and label three ( 3) 
lights in parallel ; wired to two (2) cells in a 
aer1$s. ( Include a switch so the lights are on. ) 
' 
I 
I 
_j 
4. We ha?e winds Jlhich are called "Continental Polar 
or Tropical " • ·�time Polar or Tropical".. On the 
map below name the wind that goes with the arrow. 
J ,;{ , .___,1-------
5 ;  How many pounds of air would be pushing down on 
this page a� sea l evel ?  ( Thi s page measures about 
8" X llu ) 
6.  Label the parts of the eel l below using the 
following : eel l wal l 9  food vacuole , nucleus , 
.cytoplasm , protopla sm 
? .  Write what five ( 5 )  of the following words mean in 
connection w ith weather . 
a .  wind vane -
b .  anemometer -
e .  rain gauge -
d .  th.ermometer 
e . ba�ometer -
f .  nephoscope 
g . hygrometer -
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